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50-CENTS

Bush sets his sights on broader peace

1

By TERENCE HUNT
AP Whit• House Correspondent

WASHINGTON — President
Bush proclaimed a triumphant end
to the Persian Gulf War on. Wednesday night and set his sights on a
broader peace. "The time has come
to put an end to Arab-Israeli conflict," he said, urging compromise
in the troubled Middle East.
A hero"s welcome greeted Bush
on Capitol Hill, exactly one week
after he announced a conditional
cease fire in the 42-day conflict.
''As commander in chief,' Bush
said to a cheering House chamber,

MURRAY. KY

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
WAS/f/i'VGTON — Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, in a cautiously upbeat
'assessment, said the end of the
Persian Gulf War had removed a
"troublesome uncertainty"
hanging over the U.S. economy.

President Bush
Seeking peace

"I can report to you: our armed
forces fought with honor.and valor.
As president. I car. report to the
nation: aggression is defeated: The
Aar. is. over.
Bush said he would seizc the
moment to "close the gap between
Israel and the Arab states, and
betv.een Israelis and Palestinians."
Secretary of State James A. Baker
III flies to Saudi Arabia Thursday
morning rot-the first round 01diplomacy.
With Saddam Hussein's army
driven out of Kuwait,
announced the first large
al of American troops from

He said the vanguard 24:-.
infantry Division (Mechanized,.
hound for. home in Fort Stewart.
Ga.. would leave Saudi Arabia by
midnight. More than 537.000 L'S.
:roons were sent off to war.
-. ft iS just the beginning of a
_steady fl)w . of American troops
co:r.:ng home." Bush told a joint
session of Ciligress in a nationally
hriiad,ast speech.
"We're coming home now —
proud. Confident. -Heads high.
.lbere .s much that we must do at
home and abroad. And we will do
`A. .7c Americans.,Jracking

emotion.
"Tonight in Iraq, Saddam walks
amidst ruin," Bush said. "His war,
machine is crushed. His ability to
threaten mass destruction is itself
destroyed.... For all that Saddam
has done to his own people, to the
Kuwaitis and to the 'entire world.
Saddam and those around him are
accountable."
The House chamber was. awash
with red, white and blue from 600
American flags as lawmakers
greeted the president. In the audience were Kuwait's ambassador,
(Cont'd on page 2)

President calls for enactment of domestic agenda

STATE

By MERRILL HARTSON
Associated Press Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A
federal grand-jury has indicted a
Fulton Iran on three counts of
allegedly sending or receiving
child pornography through the
7-.!!. Ray Brady Williamson.
40. was indicted Monday and is
scheduled to appear in court
`,Ierch 22 in Padacah.

WASHINGTON -- President
Bush on Wednesday night urged
Congress to speed action on his
dotestic agenda. calling for passage -within 100 days of an anticrime bill and-a -rriteasure
improve the nation's highway
system.
In his speech hailing the allied
victory over Iraq in .the Persian,

SPORTS

Gulf War, Bush also called for
enactment of legislation on energy.
education and civil rights.
Bush urged lawrnakers to abandon efforts to save unneeded military bases. -a-nd to end their
"micro-management" of foreign
policy.
• "It's time to rise above the parochial and the pork barrel," he
said.
''Our firs; priority is to get this
economy rolling again.': the presi-

dent said in his address to a join:
D-Maine. said, "We welsession of Congress. He offered no . come the president's willingness to
anti-recession programs, arid urged . :join us in moying aggressively on
Americans
n
to "lend. spend and
domestic issues. We Democrats
con'iniae to address the needs
Echoing statements made by
of the American family in jobs.
Federal Reserve. Board Chairm'an
education and health care." He
Alan Greenspan, he voiced confinoted past disagreement with the
dence' that business prospects will
adr.linistration on civil rights
irr.prove dramatically now "ine
issues,. and said he hoped accord
fear and uric.,-;_rtainiv of
-mid
•1 4.1d..
passed.
Said tioL:e. Majoriiy • Leader
Senate Major::- Leader (J..:
'tiard Gephardt, D-Nlo.: "I-take.

Down in the valley

SCOTTSIMLE, Ariz. —
American League MVP Rickey
Iik.nderson..of the Oakland A's
failed to appear for spring training on the mandatory reporting
date. but A's general manager
Sandy Alderson said he still
hadn't decided whether or not to
fine the unhappy left fielder.

Associated Press Writer

U.S. soldiers, some still caked
with desert sand. began leaving
Saudi Arabia todiy in the first
large-scale troop departures from
the Persian Gulf. They left behind
-art Iraq where Saddam Hnssein's
troops were said to be executing
dissidents- and scattering the corpses in the streas as a warning.
Jubilant American soldiers made
V -for-victory signs as they boarded
militar). transport planes in the
Saudi desert where they had spent
nearly seven months training, waiting -- and finally fighting a lightning war.
"We've done what the world
wanted us to do," said 2nd Lt.
--Alfred Sullivan, 25. of Montgomery, Ala.
it's - time to go
tome.- In the Saudi capital of Riyadh.
allied and Iraqi commanders were
meeting today to discuss some of
war's unfinished business: repatria- (Cont'd on page 2)

BOVV..Germany — Nearly
a third of the workers in former
Communist East Germany is out
of'.a..job or underemployed, and
-the -region's economy might not
improve until next year. a government official says.

FORECAST
Partiy cloudy and cold
tonight. Lows 25 to 30. Mostly
-.unny and milder Friday. Highs
50 to 55.
The extended forecast calls
'or dry weather Saturday, Sunand Monday.
Volunteer firemen of the Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad responded to a small grass fire in a ditch
on Kentucky 280 near the entrance to the Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf Course Wednesday afternoon.
High winds and possibly a carelessly-thrown cigarette led to the fire which did little damage. Residents are
urged to limit outside burning during heavy winds.

Kentucky Lake
154.4, -0.1 below 323.5, -2.7
Barkley Lake .
354.9, +0.1 below 326.0, +3.7

Flags waving
along streets
are signs of
troop support

One Sections — 16 Pages
Arts & Entertainment
12
Classrfieds
14, 15
Comics •
13
Crosswords
13
Dear. Abby
7
Horoscope
11
Murray Today
6, 7
Obituaries
16
Perspective
4
Sports
8-10

(Cont'd on page 2)

iion of remains, return of Iraqi
prisoners, and missing persons.
The missing include about three
dozen foreign journalists who vanished while trying to cover the
anti-Saddam rebellion that flared in
southern Iraq after the allies routed
Iraq's troops last week, ending the
war. Cable News Network quoted a
Red Cross official today as saying
more than 20 of the journalists
would be turned over to the Red
Cross, possibly on Friday. CNN
also quoted the official as saying
said the Iraqis would be releasing
about 2,000 Kuwaitis who had
been held hostage.
The Red Cross in Geneva had
said .earlier that a delegation had
traveled to-Batra today to assess
humanitarian needs.
As for prisoners of war, the allies hold about 63,000 Iraqi soldiers, and the Iraqis say they have
freed all their allied captives.

By LAURA KING

LAKE LEVELS

him (Bush,i seriously and we will
work hard to do it. I really ,think
the country is interested in the
unity and resolve they saw in the
war."
Republicans have said in recent
days that Bush would rehew his
drive for domestic legislation, and
some have expressed optimism thathis soaring postwar - approval ratrr.'et•titrun.:,:atie into some sue

Troops begin leaving;
Iraqis tightening grip

BUSINKSS

In other words...

Do you think MSU will win the OVC championship tonight?

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Time Staff Writer

If you think light poles around
Murray are mysteriously continuing to sprout American flags,
you're right. But there's no mystery about it.
City workers began Wednesday
putting up an additional 50 American flags
this time along the
city's main ,thoroughfare, 12th
Street — and should finish the
work today, according to Murray
Mayor Bill Cherry.
Despite the fact that hostilities
have ceased in the Middle East, the
flags have been put up for two reaCasey Schumacher
sons, Cherry said.
"I have a lot of faith in them.
"The war is over but we want the They have done well so far, but I
men and women (in the armed for- do think the game will be close. I
think tonight there will be standing
(Cont'd on page 2)
room only."

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Ralph Ragsdak
"Absolutely, it is the local people that help by supporting the
team. Popeye is the leader of the
team, he is a strong asset."

Linda Bennett
"Of course, they have played
well ill year. They definitely have
the talent. We are all rooting for
them."
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Mike Russell
"I would hope they would. 'Their
defense looked good last•Mght, and
I think Murray State's team is better than anybody else's."
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reporters to leave, without saying
why. Some foreign news organizations still have Iraqi employees
who will continue to report from
the country.
The civil strife was only one of a
host of problems facing postwar
Iraq. A United Nations official told
reporters in Jordan that the threat
of cholera and typhoid epidemics
in Iraq is increasing as temperatures rise.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Fifteen American POWs freed
on Tuesday were recuperating
today aboard the U.S. hospital ship
Mercy in the Persian Gulf. Sailors
and medical personnel welcomed
them aboard Wednesday with
applose and shouts of "Welcome
,backl"
Doctors who examined the former captives said some had suffered battle in•u • s. some been
slightly injured in a • d bombing
raids and most had been 'slapped
around" by their Iraqi captors.
Their release left 24 Americans
unaccountotl for in the war.
The wars end only brought new
fighting • in southern Iraq. where
refugees said Saddam's Republican
Guard used tanks and artillery to
civerpower insurgents in Basra.

•

First donation

Agenda...

The

(Cont'd from page 1)
cess with the Democratic controlled House and Senate.
Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole of Kansas applauded Bush's
reiteration of the top points of his
legislative agenda, saying he had
'put to rest all the partisan criticism that he's not ready to roll up
his sleeves on the domestic
agenda...
If nothing is done to remedy
"Tonight. I call on Congress to
water supply" and improve sanitamove forward aggressively on our
tion, a catastrophe could beset domes
tic front," Bush said. "Let's
Iraq," said Richard Reid, begin
with two initiatives we
UNICEF's regional director for the should
be able to agree on quickly:
Middle East and North Africa.
transportation and crime.,
'
.
"If our forces could in the
Iraq has not said how many people died in the war, but the number ground war in 100 hours. then
is believed to run into the tens of surely the Congress can pass this
legislation in 100 days," he said to
thousands. Allied bombing heavily
applau
se from both Democrats and
damaged Iraq's infrastructure,
Repub
lican
s in the House chamber.
knock
ing out electricity, sewage
The refugees said that governThe Bush administration was
systems and water purification
ment troops. as they regained condispleased with the crime bill that
systems.
:rol. exeLted some backers of the
finally
' made its way through Con'uprising, displaying their bodies
gress late last October, saying it
Iraq was not the only country
around the
:o discourage furthfailed to adequately stiffen penaltaking stock of suffering. At the
.:7 unrest.
ties for violent crimes. The meaUnited Nations. officials said a
The revolt in the south coincided
sure
team
had been stripped of proviof
L.N.
investigators will go
v..:h an uprising by Kurdish guersions
that broadened the applicato
Kuwai
t
to
try
to
learn
how many
::..as in the no-th.-- 11:aqi army units
Charles "Leroy" Eldridge, co-chairman of the comme
morative chairback nameplate committee for the
tion
of
the death penalty.
peopl
e
were
killed
oF
new regional special events center at Murray State
tortur
ed
near the Turkish border
Univer
sity, accepts a donation from Elizabeth
Bush
ultima
under•
tely
-lraui
signed
occupation.
a scaled - son or morra.mrs. Thompson was the
'nave palle'd bad:ex:card Baghdid,
first person to make a gift to the nameplate campaign, Thompback
bill
that
streng
thened
govone of the
the
local
efforts underway to raise money for the new center
In Kuwait. some of those who
:o
S Saddam's
. She chose to honor her late husband, Col. John
ernment's hand in fighting drug
R. Thompson, with a permanentinscription on a
were victims of Iraqi brutality durvw
•
chairback seat in the center. More than $11,000 has
crime and savings and loan fraud, raised since the progr
been
In Saudi Arab*. Marine .Brig. ing the occupation were turning to
am begin about three weeks ago. Donations
may be made by contacting Eldridge at
Se-n. Phil Gramm, R-Texas
,53.2:
.- 79, Wilson Gantt at 753-4500 or the %NU
vengeance. Hospital and resistance
Richard Neal said the uprisOffice of Development at 762-3001.
urged Democrats to work with
7.,.c
officials said .Kuwaiti soldiers and
s apparently being IN.Niten
Repub
lican
s
in
forgin
g
a
comresistance fighters have beaten
Saddam's still -formidable
prehensive crime bill.
for the first time found themselves
scores of Palestinian's suspected of
apparatus.
objective with an imperative to
"What they (Democrats) can't
confronting the same aggressor.
collaborating with the Iraqis.
••11 s an internal problem and
achieve results. -We must bring
do is what they did in the last Con'By- now, it should be plain to
I assume the government and
that same sense of self-discipline.
Palestinians have been burned
gress. is stall the whole thing'untti (Cont'd from page 1)
all -parties that peacemaking in the
m.i.tary will eventually resolthat same sense of urgency,_ to the
with cigarettes, hit with typewriters
the last.day and. then kill it," he. Saud
ar,:hittxts_ Middle- -51kt- se4juires -comprom-.
to-id reporters-on Wednesday.- and Chairs and haP1
way we meet challenges here at
their fingernails • said.
of the war. Defense Se,:relary Dick
ise,- the president declared. "We
Ihe unrest. the Iraqi
home
' the president said.
pulled out, according to those
In his .S105.4 billion. five-year Cheney and Jo.n:
Cha'rman
must do all that we can to close the
He called on lawmakers to enact
:old foreign news
familiar with the beatings.
gap between &Israel and the Arab
transportation initiative, Bush seeks Cohn Powell
his proposals dealing with anti The arnhass..dostates. and between Israelis and
to create a super-highway system
crime measures, energy:, transporta"for the next American century." with tears.
tion and education. He challenged
4ppl4'4,,2
A comprehensive peace must he
Bush also called in his speech
Congress to put the transportation
grounded in L'.ti Security Council
for passage of his new. national aho‘e
and crime measures on his desk
so•'
ss.11-.• A:- 7L:c:.:tion: calling on Israel to - within 100 days,
energy strategy — a program that when Bush
bringing minority
'hdraw. from o‘.cupied territories
has been widely' criticized by Sabah. ton.,g7.,
Republican congressmen to their
5
p
The
r.
"Where the price and service,
azd de,.,..Nrig the riEht of ail
Democrats in Congress and envirfeet.
moment o•
.
onmental groups as too weak on
n the
o l() 1:SC in
makes the pill easier to swallow."
Bush also lectured Congress for
Mar.
fuel conservation.
borders.
over-involvement in foreign and
ert
••••.1,.1.
Rep. Barney Frank. D-Mass..
elariormilitary affairs. "It's time to turn
•,:,,,
said after Bush's speech: "I sti:I
'or Israel's securit%
away
from the temptation to prothink conservation ought to be par: down
at the same
tect unneeded weapons systems and
Glendale at Whitneii
go
to
to
war
4.7...t
ne for
of any energy plan." 753-4175
Palestinian
obsolete bases," the president said.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
gro..7..1- o!!..*7rights.- Bush sa.d "AnyOver the past several years. sev"It's time to put an end to microIn wc::on- :-_ c.se wou:dtah the twin tests
eral presidents base talked of -the
management of foreign and securineed for the United States to Speaker Tnn.
s6..ur!ty"
ty
assistance programs. micro• fhe time has come to put an
reduce its reliance on foreign oil --manag
ement that humiliates our
1
end
to
.A.74'
a
depen
7-1•74
dency
1
Lonfl:;::,.•• B.,
that puts national
'
AGENCY
friend
s
'brillt
and allies and hamstrings
ant
interests at risk in the unstabh:
our
Storm
'
diplo
macy.
H-c
Middl
otn
e East.
er cr-a
Auto
/
Life
r,:pted
22
Home
Health
Senate lY1
Business
•Annuities
R-Kari
A tradthon .1r: service
the gulf was ''P-e\.- ..ten-: Bus-n
ments
since 1981
es: ho..502
icaJers,i--„p
must take- the (Cont'd from page 1)
Jim Fain
-ho
Tracy D. McKinney
:cadn re-.4onal security hut that ccs) to come back
753-O61
and know that
of b,s
The number of DUI arrests for
w47 the I n:ts:.,4.
••:.anck ready to
we have supported them while they
614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
!'s
the year in Calloway County has
witl them to secure tn'e
were over there," Cherry said.
climbed to 52. according to a pubM.;
He promised that U.ST forCherry added that the city wants
lished report.
ces will participate in joint owlto continue the "patriotic movehas g.‘er.
DUI arrests for the week of Feb.
"7.
.- cises mvolving both air and ground
ment" started by the-War with Iraq.
25-March 3 totaled seven for the
!Or 4
troops. Cheney has discussed
The new flags, larger and of betcounty including none by the Kenthe Mea c Ls; I
,.ont.n..:ng'large nasal presence in
ter quality than those which were
tucky State- Police and seven by .preside:.: s.:.!,/,":
P_ersian -G
rotation of air -earlier placed along Main Street-.
city and county authorities, the
Yslitche'.1 said
_should last longer, Cherry said.
report said.
Addressing the
--- Control of the proliferation of
Approximately 12-15 of the flags
A total of 38 DUI arrests have
hetween !srae: a77j
c:4;or'.s of mass _destruction and
Which had been damaged by weathbeen made by city/county officers
th,:t deli‘cr them. He said
hors. Bush said dicferences 'A CT,2
er or tangled by power lines along
since the year began while.,14 have
wouict. lye,-tr,igit:, if-a new Mideast.- - Main- have been taken; down and
''.'S() pa infui —and Intractal,.!ebeen arrested by the KS P. the
the conflict Just c(,ncladed 1,srae 'arms race --he-gani -Iraq requires 'moved to 12th Street. he said.
report said.
pe-cia! viOance
and many of the .174'
Flags will adorn both sides of
Iraq must not
the 12th Street from Chestnut to
have access to the instruments of
Sycamore, he said.
war." Bush -.said.
The flags will also be put up
The. lostering of. economic
during Fourth of July celebrations
development to bring prosperity to
.and other-events -such as parades.
ail••peopie .in. the .Middic .Easti
Cherry said, .
Bush said 'he dispatched Baker
The flags came at a minor cost
to listen. to probe. to offer sugto the city. Cherry said, and a few
gestio
ns
and
to
advan
ce
the
search
SUNSHINE
private citizens and businesses
for peace and stability.
MAKERS
7 -1 base also asked him to raise_ donated for the flags.
Simple Green
:he plight of the hostages held in
Lebanon,- Bush said of the six
Afficr+c-ans - who -remain captive in
Lebanon. "We have not forgotten
them. We will not forget them."
Praising the performanL of U.S.
forces. Bush said they had
rekindled a patriotism and pride
" Shell
acrcflYs America. "The _brave men
and women ofDes.ert Storm
All-Purpose Broom
accomplished more -Man even they
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
may -realize." he said. "They set
Here
are Wednesday's winout to confront an enemy abroad,
ning
numbe
rs selected by the
and in the. process, they" trans;Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
formed a nation at home." 1 - 3 - 1.
Lotto:
He urged .that every community
5-22-28-29-36-40.
to make July 4 a day of special
Estimated jackpot: St
-celebration- for troops 'coming
millio
n.
home.
Ace Clamp Lamp
Turning from the war, Bush said
his first prikrity is to end the recession and -get this economy 'rolling
again."
c'EIOR
SAT lSi&tNG1
He said the war had a clear-cut
400 Wit4
)
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We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
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5
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5
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School-Based Decision Making
Local school districts have implemented several new educational
programs because of the package of
laws known as the KERA (Kentucky
Education Reform Act), which has
been recognized across the nation as
one of the most innovative and potentially the most influential legislative
effort ever undertaken to improve
education. The Kentucky State Department of Education has provided
inforthation for the community on
many of.these changes and the reasons for them. This is the fifth in a
series. For more information contact
the Murray City Schools at 753-4363
or the Calloway County schools at
753-3033.
•
Educators have known for a long
time that children do better in school
when parents are involved.
The KERA gives parents an official
role in their children's schools. The
law makes parents full partners in the
improvement of education.
The management process is called
school-based decision making. When
a school's faculty votes to use this
process, a school council (probably
two parents, three teachers, and the
principal) will begin developing policies to help that school succeed. With
school-based decision making, many
policies now made by state govern-ment can be made at the school level,
by people who know and understand
the students.
Not every parent can serve on a
school council. but tvery council will
have parents. The patent representatives shall be elected for one year
terms. The _parent members shall be
clec
atent members of the
pare t -.teacher organization of the
SC
I, 'or. if none exists. the largest
organization of parents formed for
this purpose. Parents may also serve
on committees that support the council's work.
This management process calls on
parents to help make public education
everything it should be.
How is school-based decision making differentfrom the wav schools are
voVerned now?
State government now sets policies
that all schools must follow. Schoolbased decision making removes many
of those decisions from state government and places them in the hands of,
school districts and school councils.
The theory is that local people can
best decide how to educate their
children.
Does that mean every school is on
its own?
.Not quite. Some guidelines 'must
exist to make sure all children in
Kentucky have equal opportunities
for a good education. The state will set
general goals and measure how well
each school, in its own way, meets
those goals. • The state school board
will reward schools that succeed and
help schools that do not,
Who will serve on school councils?
The Kentucky Education Reform
Act sets council- membership at •six.
the principal. thte.e teachers (elected
by teachers) and two parents (elected
by parents). The law also says schools
can design different council membership structures, but they must get state
approval.
How will cOltiu://.5 function? ..
Every school council will decide
for itself how often it will meet. how it
makes decisions, and how it communicates with the school and the cornmunit,ys. IT most cases,. councils will
depe1-4Tri'school committees to study
specific issues and make recommendations.
What authority will Souncils have?
Councils will have authority over
many issues that-have been decided at
the district and state levels, for exampie, the number of people employed in
each job at the school and who will fill
the vacancy if the principal leaves; the
kinds of student support services
(such as counseling and Substance
abuse programs offered at the
school(); the kinds of extracurricular
programs offered at the school; discipline policies; schedules for students and teachers; books and other
learning materials; budgets (how
school money is spent); and space
fllow school roots are used).
Councils have a lot of authority. If
the school'sfurnace breaks down, will
the council have to meet to approve
repairs? Councils will set policies, but the
day-to-day running of the school will
still be the - principal's responsibility.
What is the local school board's
role in this new process?
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The, Murray State University
speech team recently traveled to
Montevallo University in Alabama.
and Northern Kentucky University
in Highland Heigtas. Students competed in 12 events at the Montevallo Tournament.
The following students placed
for the team: Duo Interp — David
Weatherly and Stacey Ricketts,
first and Kevin Austin and Julie
Willis, third; Extemp — Dawn
Greer, third and James Lockwood,
fourth; Informative — Weatherly,
third, Jenny Hammat, fourth, Austin, fifth; Program Oral Interp —
Weatherly, second, Austin, fourth
and Hammat, fifth.
Impromptu — Hammat., third:
Greer, fourth; Lockwood, fifth:

Dramatic Interp — Weatherly,
first; Poetry — Willis, first; After
Dinner Speaking — Ricketts, first;
Prose — Hammat, third and Willis,
fifth; Classical twerp — Weatherly, first; The following students
placed in individual sweepstakes
— Weatherly, first and Hammat,
fifth.

Ricketts, third, and Prose — Hammat, fifth.
The team will travel this coming
weekend to Bowling Green for the
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
National Tournament. Teams- from
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$10-13y-Paerrd

The 10th of each month is a v cry important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier mu,t receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They .1hy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month.'They depend on y ou to write their pay checks.
Collection time can bo.an ioi.:.anv.enience for you and your
• carrier. - • - - - - • - - So...paying by mail k a
ay to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

SALE

Friday, March 8 - Sunday, March 17
Just Arrived 7,000 Yards of
First Quality Assorted Fabrics.
*Linen *Cotton *Wool *Denim and Much More

Paris Landing Fabric Shop
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Miiiray Ledger & Times
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AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGYSTORE

AllitGER'S SALE!
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL!
TANDY •
1000 TL/3
Computer
System

TV

or

sioo 199*

Cellular Car Phone
Cut

As 515 Per Month •

Low As 549
Per Month •

•17 1076

HALF 4995

99.95

PRICE!

Hear Police. Fire,
Rail. More
On Over 22.000
Frequenoles

Channel Controts on Mike

For DeskMate
•DeskMate Q&A- Write.
•Quicken•Mouse

cut sso 7995

Substitute. 3 rp-res CM -11 Color Monitor (*25-1024i 'or the CM-5 - ---s system for only S100 more'
. Substitute a 40MB HO ' -75-1046) for the 20MB .40 -" ..s•-t`r..,'-:- , S.100 -,c,,. •

CB Antenna
SPECIAL
88
.2. .
PURCHASE! 15

OFF

1/3

"20-126

Plus This BONUS!
• Lotus Spreadsheet

• ',.i
-- --- S--

-

Reg
129.95

Low AS S15 Per
Mo^th

#25-16031043.10450'1338

„do. ▪,....-;---, .,

Reg

••• -

9995

Save $30

Reg. Separate
Items 2269.65

You Get All This!

Mobile CB

b.

10-Channel Scanner

•286-Based PC Compatible
• Color Monitor •640K RAM
•20MB SmartDrive
Hard Drive
•Easy-to-Use 10-in-1
DeskMate' Software

eitc.

•••
•••••_•.

•,1

1599

Reg. 299.00
Emergencies
&
Security
•Ideal for
Memory
-Number
30
Handsfree
a
•

Low

Gt
`

Save $670

as
seen

Reg. 139.95
Separate X and K Tones
Pulse
Faster Closer to Radar

ALL DISKETTES!

Save the Memories! 8x VHS Camcorder

Save 900

$799
Cut isowo 2995

Reg. 899.00
Low As 525
Per Month•

Microcassette Recorder
Reg.
49.95

Easy-to-Use Answerer

•Flying Erase Head
• Detachable 10-Watt Video Light
•2-Lux Low-Light Sensitivity
•Includes Case, Accessories

*14•1056

Hands-Free Automatic
Voice-Actuated Recording

4995

Cut 17%

Reg. 59.95
Built -In Male - Female
No Announcement toVoices—
Record

416-803

Three Antennas in One—VHF, UHF and FM
20-Memory Phone
33% Off

Save $30
Low

As $is Per
*16-522

Month •

•14-Day/6-Event

4988

Reg. 299.95

Tinter

PerniNst may very depend.ng
y0..•• pseCF•411•11

East Main St. 753-4461

•Speed -Dials Up
To 20 Numbers
• Lighted Dial
White. *43-581
Almond. *43-582

• High Definition Stereo Certified • Preassembled
• Replace Your Old Antenna and Show Off Your Great New Reception

Toneipuise d,a1,
c)

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You

L

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome

SWITCHABLE TOM ,PULSE phones wors On both tone and pulse "es Theretore .n areas havingadry pulse votary dull lines you can stik use senoces requiiing tones FCC iepis
tered Not for party lines Most battery powered equipment e•CiudeS batteries 'Requires new aci‘on and minimum senice commitment *nth Radio Shack ceiluiar phone cari.,
etcepf where prohibited by state ii.4499 eettout act•abonl Otter-od in CA NC PR it. VT See store manger for details

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS•
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Reg. 44.95

VU-90 for Urban Areas I VU-190 for Fringe Areas
Reg. 35.97
45%
Reg. 89.97.
*15-1642
415-1546
Off
Off 2488

26995

.Red.° Shad. Viki•Ph•I•
,
I1vOlvrn c

A.•••-•'

2995

-Compatible Tuner
•153-Ch. Cable

Daily & Weekly
Rates
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The team placed second out of17 schools attending, with the University of Alabama placing first.
The following students placed at
the Northern Kentucky Tournament: Duo Interp — Weatherly and
Ricketts, first.; Weatherly and Austin. fourth; Informative — Hammat, fifth; Impromptu — Greer.
third; After Dinner Speaking —

across the nation will be competing
in debate and individual speaking
and dramatic events for national
honors.
Coaches for the team- are Mark
Nelson and Elizabeth Bailey.

HO VCR With On-Screen
Programming & Remote

pbeoeeipnowr7-7:=':'"!"7

;••••••

MSU Speech Team wins awards in Alabama

The local board will set guidelines
for school-based decision making in
the district's schools, and it will adjust
those guidelines as new needs develop. The board will coordinate the use
of district funds, provide training for
district employees, and perform other
duties to support local schools and
school improvement.
When will school-based decision
making begin at my child's school?
It can begin as soon as two-thirds of
the teachers at the school vote to adopt
school-based
hbased decision making at the
school. Each school district must have
at least one school using this management process by June 30, 1991. By
July 1. 1996, virtually, all schools
must be managed by school councils.
How will school-based decision
making improve my child's education?
That's the most important question
of all. The whole purpose of schoolbased decision making (and the total
Kentucky Education Reform Act) iS
to improve education for Kentucky's
children. Here are some benefits and
goals of school-based decision making.
All students will have equal access
to learning opportunities tailored to
their needs.
Parents will be more aware of
student successes and problems.
Instruction can be modified and
improved based on student _performance.
Teachers will be free to try new
approaches.
Students will be more likely to
succeed and feel better about themselves and their abilities.

Auto Rental
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PERSPECTIVE

Letters to the Editor

CCHS principal offers thanks
to supporters of tournament
Dear Editor,
I am writing on behalf of the students, staff
and faculty at Calloway
County High School to express our thanks to
the residents of Murray,
Calloway County and District Four
communities for making the 1991 Diserict Four Basketball Tournament a great succes
s.
The perfomanCe of teams and fans throughout the
tournament week was
• praiseworthy. Concurring with views expres
sed by many. the finals on
Friday night also exemplified the Kentucky
basketball traditions.
In addition to thanking the players and fans for
ment. I wish to express gratitude for the fine work a memorable tournadone by the Callowas
County . High School Attila* Booster;Club;
Not only did -they-provide
excellent service in our overworked concession
area, they produced a topnotch (and collectable) program.
Several behind -the-scenes people also provided
exceptional service and
support during the tournament. These include
radio c2verage by W'SJP
and WNBS as well as delayed TV broadcasts
of
fact, local media coverage by your newspaper, the finals by WNBS. In
W'SJP, WNBS and our
own WCSD has been excellent throughout the
entire season. I would like
to publicly thank the many businesses which
placed advertisements in the
tournament program and those who made contri
Rooms. The latter include: Bank of Murray. butions to our Hospitality
Peoples Bank, Hopkinsville
Savings and Loan. Parker Ford. Frito-Lay,
Pockets. Donut Shack and
Coco-Cola.
Finally, a special thanks is extended to Mr. Gatti'
s Pizza for sponsoring
the "Great Gatti's Shootout" at all varsit
y ball games.
Thanks again to everyone who had a part in
creating a successful 1091
Fourth District Basketball Tournament.
-JerTY- Ainley. Principal
Callow ay County High School

Galley offlagship glutted with women

"We call this one the brain dead
chart," quips Carolyn Bratt.to a rueful
wave of laughter from the audience.
Projected onto the Screen, in stark
black and white, is a graph with a line
as flat as a prairie highway, depicting
the rate of employment of females at
the states flagship university. UK
According the the data collected by
Dr. Bran and a special ad hoc commit:
tee on the status of women. the rate
has been nearly constant
around
20% -- for years.
"It was up to around 2.5C:i for a kw
.years in. a raw,' Butt continues; but'then she addsthat those were the years
during World War II. when the umversity had no choice but to employ
women at greater rates since the men
were off to war.
Dr. Bratt and her colleague. Dr.
Susan Scollay., Assistant Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies at Universe!: of Kentucky. were in
Murray for the recent "Celebrate
ik'omen" conference. Bratt and Rollay teamed up for a presentation
entitled. "Let Candid Facts Be Submitted to a Candid World." an intensive investigation on the status of

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander
A omen a: UK
The title of the massive study is
taken from the first women's rights
convention in the United States, at
Se-necit.-FallsNY in 1-848.-"Wethink
of this report as a small payment on
our debt to women who came before
us. Bratt explains.
The purpose of the UK study was to
investigate the economic. social and
pohticai status of fern-ale faculty'
members and employees: at the unisersny Though similar analyses have
*neon conducted at other institutions of
hidher learning. the UK effort is
uniuue in that women at all levels of
errpfos. ment -- not just teaching and
administration -- were included.
;ecording to an abstract of the
study Bratt and Scollay presented. the

findings of the committee are "strikingly consistent across all areas.
categories, groups and subjects investigated. Women and men emplbyed at
the University of Kentucky work in
differentmveds because the University is segregated on the basis of
gender. Women receive less compensation for their labors than men. The
organizational culture is based on
gender-specific values and role expectations, and sexism in all its various manifestations is considered acceptable behavior.'
.
The facts and figures Bratt and
Scollay presented made the audience
wince. Only 2 of 17 college deans are
women;859 of all academic units are
chaired by men; 8 out of 10 associate
deans for research are men. In addition, at every rank. 3 out of 4 women
earn less than men. The numbers go
on and on.
The intensive study uncovered literally hundreds of examples of inequity. so many that the working title
of the research became."In the Galley
of the Flagship."
The grim nature of the data took its
_toll on the researchers. Dr. Scollav

laughingly commented that it felt
much longer than 22 months to complete the project. "When it started I
didn't have white hair and I didn't
wear -glasses:-'she-Said.
In a question and answer session
following the presentation, Scollay
and Bran explained that some
changes have occurred in the status of
women at UK since the findings were
made public. hut they have been
Dr. Bratt concluded thar-Uues
would have to be cfianged for any real
progress to be achieved.'"That's the
challenge of the report to .UK and to
Murray State University," she said.
Amidst enthusiastic applause,there
were heads nodding in agreement. On
the way out of the ballroom. I heard
one woman say. "I wonder w- hat Ii
would take for us to do a studs' like
that here."
The report of. the UK ad hoc
committee on the status of women
as released in October. 1990. Additional information is available
through the University' Senate Council at I ni‘ ersity of Kentucky, Lexington.

Reader has commentary,
complaint about newspaper
Editor.
. Ir—regard to Your newspaper of Monday. March 4. 1991, have
I
one
ornmeneary and' one complaint First, the commentary
..
was pleased to read that the Calloway County Humane Societ
y has
neen accepted into the Purina Pets For People Program.
As the article
_ind-tcated.-statistics---prove that elderly folks who have pets exhibi
t greater
longeie. However, there are situations in Murray land other
locationS as
where landlords do not allow tenants to have pets. I became
aware
this when my wife said that an elderly gentreman brought his
cat to the
:ne?.',:7 because his new landlord did not allow pets. This gentleman had
obviosly owned the cat for some time and was quite attach
ed to it. The
zentiornan was-heart-broken .and very emotional as the shelte
r workers
:ook possession of his cat. I can't understand how anyon
e could be so
us as to force this old gentleman to give up what obviou'sly
was par:
• s
7:.,;%; must be some means by which
area landlords can protect their
-:l 21.1ings and furnishings and still allow tenants to have a pet.
For examLe. cats can be deelawed to prevent scratches on furniture.
Most cats and
dogs are also easily potty-trained, thus this should not be a probe
m. Hair
.7: the carpet can be avoided with. proper grooming of the.
pee. Other prob:ernS are equally avoidable.
1 hope landlords in an around Murray who currently do
not allow pets
'or :heir .tznants will reconsider. With proper care
and preparation. pets
not be a detriment to the landlord's property, fly allowing
,.:Y.pecially the elderlyfthe opportunits to have a pet, landlo . tenants
rds may .
come tenants to lead longer, more meaningful lives. Also.
such
as my wife witnessed at the. animal shelter may be avoide
d.
the complaint-I am extremly displeased that You took the
lib... -7 the comic section of the paper. I can't understand why
you
uu: comic strips like Beetle Bailey, The Phantom and Nancy.
If
*..2 include- the-new strips. fine. But Don't
Most wars have a definin
Stop Printing The
0:hor.' I've read and enjoyed these strips since I was a child.
It is almost__ that fixes them in the .
,ucrel:u
to'l-seop Trrintirg" them! Please start printing them again
memory of"the natiOns that rig
.
. --:Remember the - Maine .
'
- r,-)7 the - opportunity tO - express my opinion.
from the SpanishArne7.-:r.
'Remember Pearl Harbor e
:
Gary D 47.7 1CTIS
World War'
R: 5 B.1"( :2()6
For the Persian Gulf
'
K'. 42r)7
slogan sli-OUd be. Remer.r.r...r.
S600 toilet seat.We -are trying to complywith our 8:000 -rcaclers- inter- -- --The overpfited
seat
the
"cra.
:: within our budget. We did not have the
resources to expand symbol in the 1980s.for critic' of the
Vir W arliC.d to vdth- the price increases in
cost of these comics but will defense budga.
cartoonist
.111 opini-on.c
Herblock once drew former Defense
Secretary Casper 'WeThherger with a
toilet seat hanging like an alhatros,
around his neck. Althoiagh few .Aou:d
defend overpr;ced p:arnhing ec;Lip men:. hammer: and the k e. these
'rock,. is Thursday. March 7, the 66th day of 1991. There are 299 days
excess
es were used hy liberas th
in the year.
condemn all military spending
Today's Highlight in History:
A'hile there are no reports on how
On March 7, 1926, the first successful trans-Atlantic radio-telephon
e
well
the toilet seats performed during
conversation took place, between New York and London.
the-Gulf War. the weapons sy-Sterns so On this date:
often attacked for their high cost and
In 1849. horticulturist Luther Burbank was born in Lancaster, Mass.
presum
ed.inetficiency hake biTn
In 1850, in a three-hour speech before the- U.S. Senate. Daniel Webster
dicated. along with the .people who
endorsed the Compromise of 1850 as a means of preserving the Union
.
supported their development. f,nd.n.z
In 1875. composer Maurice Ravel was born in Cibourne. France
.
and depioment.
In 1876. Alexander Graham Bell received a patent for his
As a new political season aptelephone.
proaches; it would be useful to keep in
One year ago: Health and Human Services Secretary Louis
Sullivan
announced the governitent would propose a more inform
mind that some now leading cheers
ative foodlabeling .system that would require the disclosure of the
for. te success of American forces
fat. fiber and
cholesterol content of nearly all packaged foods.
once opposed the very equipment the
Today's Birthdays: Photographer Lord Snowdon is 61. TV
military- has been using with such
weatherman
Willard Scott is 57. Auto racer Janet Guthrie is 53. Actor
astoun
ding success..
Daniel J. Travanti is 51. Actor John Heard is 46. Rock singer Peter• Wolf
is 45. Football Hall of Famer Franco Harris is 41. Former football
player Lynn
Swarm is 39. Tennis player Ivan Lend! is 31.
Thought for Today: "If you're not feeling good about
pou, what you're
Ten years ago
wearing outside doesn't mean a thing." -- Leontyne
Price, America:
Dr. Gary D. Jones and Dr. Freopera singer (1927- j.
derick L. Kumar are 1981 Presidential Fellowship winners at
Murray State University'. Each one
received a research fellowship of
S3,0(X).
WALTER L APPERSON, Publisher
Births reported include a girl to
TED DELANEY. General Manager
Mr. and Mrs. James Kevin Smith.
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
Feb. 12.
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
In Fourth District High School
ALICE,ROUSE, Business Office Manager
Basketball Tournament, Murray
The Ntarty Led.= & Tunes ,USPS 304.700)
High School Tigers Boys and Girls
he Murray Ledger &Times is published every afternoon except
Sundays, July;4, Christmas
Jay. New Yeaes Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspa
teams beat Calloway County High
pers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Dr
onjvturray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
School Lakers Boys and Girls
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers
teams. High team scorers were
$5 00 per month, payable in advance
By mail an Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington, Ky.,arid Pans,
Howie Crittenden for MI'S Boys.
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn $57 00 per year By mail to other
destinations $6450 per yew
Keith Lovett for CCHS Boys, Can71 o reach all departments of the newspaper, phone 753-1916
like Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the Associated Press,
dy Jackson for MHS Girls and
Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
Rachel Lamb for CCHS Girls.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news onginated by
The Murray Ledger &
- Times
• Twenty years -ago
Felix Perrin of Soil Conservation
S.

Today In History

DI

DEAR D

cALS
THOUGHTS

7

By Cal
Thomas'

tems, were attacked by liberal Democrats. as was the Joint Surveillanee
Target Attack Radar _System
JSTARS). airborne radar that Iodates
enemy armored forces. and the Army'
Tactieal Missile System(ATACMS
a newly produced anti-armor missile
system. Yet. a House Armed Services
committwreport, ssued last August
the arm:.
Saddein - Hussein's
invasion of Kuwait. recommended
their cancellation.
On Aug. 3. the day after Saddam
Hussein sent troops into Kuwait. a
House Armed Services Committee
report said. -The requirement for the
system'is unique to the U.S. European
Command...Given the change in
Eastern Europe add the Soviet Union
and the balancing of NATO/Warsaw
Pact force ratios that will be driven by- unilateral reductions, the requirement
for JSTARS is no longer valid;
-Most of the tanks anearmored
personnel carriers used by Saddam in
Kuwait are Soviet-made, "the type
U.S. forces would have faced in
Europe. If JSTARS had not been
available, the air campaign would
have had more difficulty stopping
Iraqi forces.
.. Planes, aircraft earners. missiles
and much more were all targets of
liberal Democrats v:ho tried to shoot•
them down in Congress. President
Bush was also a target. Rep. Henry

a

:pat some of these
eahi hs had their genesis in the
tIr .1:7Tirrl!, Carter. GerLori! and R,jiard Nixon, pres,q
. ,;es,.Pc, eatingda ua,;dafu
r ,
3,.m
shpor
prevd
t)
anitd.euntrhee.
s:uppor: to get the new
te,r.r.o:og •
we field.
The !..1 (:` critics is long and.
...nfortunatelv for their already leaderr.:ss and beleaguered pans. alrno.st all
of- them are !iheral. Democrats.
Former Colorado Sgri. Gary Hart
cared the aircraft carriers that have
sent waves of planes over Iraq and the
battleships- that launched Tomahawk
cruise missiles against Baghdad --obsolete... Rep. Ron Dellums(D -Calif.)
called the M-1 Abrams tank. which is
"vulnerable' and a "questionable
buy." Dellums also charged that aircraft like the F-15 Eagle were -gold
plated.- Gold never looked so good.
Most of the weapons systems,
including the Patriot anti-missile sys-

Gonzalez (D -Tex.) introduced a resolution charging the President with
.committing impeachable offenses.
Forty-five House Democrats sought a
court injunction against- his ordering
offensive military action. House Ntajorit, Leader Richard Gephardt(Mo.)
suggested Congress might :etit off
A Heritage Foundation Report reenti% noted. If .Congress had reduced drastically the numbers of
aircraft carriers. the U.S. would have
lacked, the air power needed to stop
Iraqi forces without leavin
g U.S.
interests dangerously' vulnerable elsewhere around the globe...Without the
anti-missile Patriot. which the House
Armed Services Committee tried to
terminate in the mid-1980s,thousands
of Israeli and Saudi civilians would
have been victims of Saddam Hussein s Stud attacks. Technology is
the force multiplier' that allows U.S.
Threes to shoot farther and more
precisely than their enemies.Of course. it has been -expensive.
The best always is. But what would
the critics have preferred -- lower
-weapons costs. a longer war and more
body hags?
As for the critics-, a perfect symbol
for next ear's political season would
be theft picture with a toilet seat
hanging around their necks.

Looking Back

Milerray Ledger & Times

Service is pictured presenting a
book, Kentucky Soil & Water ConservatidnA Needs Inventory 1970,
to Margaret Trevathan for the Calloway County Public Library-.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy C. King, Feb.
26: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Wyatt and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald P. Foster, Feb. 27; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gray Massey. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kalberer
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dana
Gish, Feb.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Murray
High beat Calloway County High
and Benton beat South Marshall in
the semifinals. High team scorers
were Steve Hale for Murray, Paul
Rushing for Calloway, David
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David for Benton and Sherman in Martin Oil Company and
recenCothran for South Marshall.
tly moved to Murray to . make his
Thirty years ago
home. lie and his family are now
The old First Methodist Church residing in a house that John
and
building at South Fifth and Maple Tom NIcElrath recently purcha
sed,"
Streets is being razed by Satterfield from column, "Seen & Heard
Construction Company. A new
Around Murray" by James C.
church building has been
constructed.
Recent births reported include a
Army Recruit Johnie W. Parker, girl to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Brinn
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hardin W. and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Orvis
Parker, has completed an tight Stradcr, Feb. 28; a boy to Mr. and
weeks' typing and clerical proce- -Mrs. William Hombuckle, a boy to
dures course at Armor School, Mr. and Mrs. Buren Austin and a
Fort 'Knox..
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hill,
Mrs. John Pasco presented a
March 1.
program on "Armored With Christ Mr. and Mrs. James E. Diuguid
like Graces" at a meeting of Christ- and children, James Scott and
Jeaian Woman's Fellowship of First nie Gray, of Elizabethton, Term.
,
Christian - Church.
were recent guests of their mothers,
Forty years ago
Mrs. Ed Filbcck and Mrs. Loula
"Mr. Robert Etherton is a partner Gatlin.
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Arbor Day Foundation offering free tree
Ten free Colorado blue spruce
trees will be given to each person
who joins the National Arbor Day
Foundation during March 1991.
The free trees are part of the nonprofit foundation's Trees for
America campaign.
"Colorado blue spruces were
selected for, this campaign because
of their many uses in the home
landscape," John Roscnow, the
foundation's executive director,
said. "They lend beauty to Their
surroundings with their silver bluegreen color and compact conical
shape. They can be used as individual ornaments, an energy-saving
windbreak, a privacy screen or as
living Christmas trees."
The trees will be shipped postpaid at the right time for planting
between March 1 and May 31 with
enclosed planting instructions. The
six-to-twelve inch trees are gua.ranteed to grbw, or they will be
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During a recent visit to Calloway County, Li Governor Brereton Jones stopped in Kirksey-to talk with ocal
residents. Pictured above,from left to right, are: Da.id Carson, Bobby Jones. Jones, Tommy Futrell. Kenneth
Melvin,and Charles Tucker. Standing in the background are Dan Ntiller and Bob Jackson,Calloway County cochairmen for "Jones for Governor."

City to do routine maintenance
The City of Murray will be carrying out routine maintenance
efforts this weekend in the city's
water treatment system. The
planned work could cause discoloration of residents' water at any
time beginning Friday evening
March 8, and continuing through
Monday. March 11.
Should residerus notice any discoloration, they should allow their

cold water outlet to run ;for several
minutes to clear up the water.
The discolored water is not
harmful to. your health, according
to Don Elias, city planner. However, it is recommended that residerif
postpone the washing of clothing
during this -period since the clothing multi- b-ecom-e - discolored
from the water.

1 A. FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
For car, home, business and family ... quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
! specific needs. Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple St.

753-4451

replaced free of charge.
To become a member of the
foundation and to receive the free
trees, send a $10 membership con-_

tribution to: Ten Blue Spruces,
National Arbor Day Foundation,
100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City,
NE 68410, by March 31.

To.1,
..

_

Farmers Choice
Feed Mill
(Full Service F,pe
.d Mill Headquarters;

Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-4:-30 p.m.Saturday 7 a.m.-Noon
High Mag Minerals
Mag-12 Blocks
Protein Blocks
Trace Minerals
Alfalfa Cubes

Pet Foods
Canine Breeder
Tuffy's
Diamond Chunk
Diamond Cat Food

Rnonenennng
State Ault.
Con:pinie,

Stole Auto Insurance
A tend fn. :a" depend

on

Beach Road, Kirksey, Ky.
502-489-2998

Calloway school
to host blood drive
The Calloway County High
School is sponsoring its first blood
drive Monday and Tuesday on the
stage of Jeffrey Grmnasium at Calloway County High School,
according to a published 'report.
Donors'will be accepted from 8
a.m. until 4 p.m. Monday and from
8 a.m. until 6 p.m. Tuesday.

DR.
GOTT
by Peter Gott. M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I had recent root
canal surgery and was given 'four
shots of Novocaine by my dentist prior to the procedure. I experienced
numbness, nausea and lightheadedness. Is this common, and has my
heart suffered any damage?
DEAR - READER: The symptoms
you describe suggest an allergy to Novocaine, a common drug used for local anesthesia. Drug reactions of this
type can occur with any medicine.
and do not always lead to life-threatening anaphylaxis (shock).
However, were you to receive Novocaine again, you might experience
a more serious reaction. Therefore,
you must avoid Novocaine in the future — or see an allergist who will
test you to determine if you are particularly sensitive to the drug.
Your symptoms could have been
caused by the stress and apprehension
of having root canal work. None.theless, to be absolutely`safe, you'd best
stay away from Novocaine.
Your heart was not damaged by •
this event because the reaction was,
apparently. short-lived and did. not
progress to cardiac arrest(heart stoppage). Your symptoms were a warning. which you should heed.
DEAR DR.(NWT My doctor has
prescribed Lupron and Eulexin shots
for prostate cancer. What is your
opinion of this treatment? What side
effects might I experience?
DEAR READER. Cancer of the
prostate,a common affliction of older
men, is usually treated by surgery or
drugs to neutralize testosterone (androgen), the male S- ex hormone. Lupron (leuprolide) and Eulexin (flutamide)are such medicines. They block
the production and effects of male
hormone, thereby reducing stimulation of the cancer cells. These drugs
are frequently used to treat prostatic
malignancies.
Because these medications and
others like them) cause male menopause, they have predictable side effects: weakness, hot flashes, loss of libido(sex drive), impotence and breast
swelling. Other common complications (because of fluid retention) include: heart failure, ankle swelling,
muscle aches, high blood pressure,
stomach
upset,
diarrhea
and
insomnia.
Although Lupron and Eulexin are
associated with a high. incidence of
side effects, these may be the price
patients have to pay in order to suppress the growth of prostatic cancer.
As one of my patients remarked: "I
don't like taking these medicines but.
considering the alternatives. I'll do
it
In your,case. the prescribed treatment appears appropriate. However,
you should discuss the situation with
your urologist, who may be able to alter or reduce the dose to minimize
side effects.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "The Prostate Gland." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 with their names and addresses to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title. •
(:) Iffi NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Hurry For Best Selection! Once It's Gone, It's Gone!

Quitting Business
Sale
Ingle
4ml=

1501000
BONUS PRIZE DOLLARS
In Our Prize Campaign
Limit 1 per customer per day

Sale Terms:
Sate Hours:

Cash
Check
Visa/MC
No Returns
No. Refunds
No Exchanges
No Layaways

Mon.-Sat.
9:00-6:00
Sunday
1:00-5:00

II Sales Final

Read the
want ads daily
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DAR hears Mofield

Scaggs' recital tonight

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A "Webelos Open House" ,by Murray Boy
Scout Troop 77 will be
Monday, March 11, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of First
Christian Church. Doug Vander Molen. troop
committee member, said the
purpose of the "open house" is whelp Webel
os
and to visit the Boy Scout Troop as the boys to fulfill requirements
Program. Larry Painter, scoutmaster, urges advance in the Scouting
all interested persons to
attend.

East .PTA meeting

-

East Calloway Elementary School will hold
a meeting of Parent-Teacher
Association on Tuesday, March 12, at
7 p m. at the school. The purpose will
be to elect a committee to receive
nominations and to oversee the election
of the two parent representatives to
serve on the school based decision
council for the 1991-92 school year Paren
ts that are members of the PTO
and who are present may vote for the
election committee. The term 'Parent'
for school based decision making
means
dian of a student currently enrolled and a parent, stepparent, or legal guaror who will be enrolled in the school
during the next school year. A paren
t representatrive shall not be emplo
yed
by that school or be related to an emplo
yee of that school. The school based decision making council, consisting
of two parent representatives, three
teacher representatives, and the princi
pal will be making decisions concerning me school. The policy concerning
the school based council and the election of members is available upon
request.

.64

Dr. Ray N1Ofield. center, spoke about "Historical Esent
s of the 1890s"
including many facts about Nathan B. Stubblefield
and the insention
of radio at the February meeting of Captain Wendell Ours
Chapter
of the Daughters of the American Resolution. Dr.
Halene Visher.
right, was hostess at her home with Dr. Nlildred Hatch
er as cohostess. At left is Mrs. Glenn Wilcox, chapter regent.
The chapter will
hase a luncheon on Saturday, March 9. at 11:45 a.m. at
Sirloin Stockade with Mrs. Castle Parker, Mrs. Riley Kay and Mrs.
Verlin Haase
as hostesses. This will be to honor Chad Bazzell, senior
at Murray'
High, and Jeff Enoch, senior at Calloway Count
y High, selected as
Good Citizens of DAR for 1991, and their mothers, Mrs.
Dana Bazzell
and Mrs. Rob Enoch. Members are. asked to_note the chang
e in place
and time of the meeting

Club dinner on Friday_
buffet dinner will be served at Murra
y Country Club on Friday, March 8,
from 7 to 8.30 p.m. The entree will
be filet mignon at a cost of $12 per
person Reservations should be made
by Thursday evening by caning
Debbie Williams, 753-8116, or 753-6
013.

Newborn admissions, dismissals,
expiration listed by local hospital

„

Woodmen event Saturday
Woodmen of the World will, have a
special Saturday morning matinee for
Woodmen members, ages 0 to 8, on
Saturday, March 9. The group will
meeteat 10 a.m. at Chen Theatre for
a private showing of The Jungle
Book .• Anyone under the age of 5
must be accompanied by a guardian

Two newborn admissikins.. d:-missals and one expiration at
Murray-Callw.say County. Ho.pilal
for Wezthesday. March 6. have
been released as folio s:

Retirees change meeting

Newborn admissions
Ca-x:* Dab!
oa'et'ts Stacy arc
A a- '6'8 0
44,,,ray

Reiiress of Local 1068 and other locals
of UAW -AFL-CIO and their
spouses will have a potluck luncheon
on Tuesday, March 19, at Ellis Community Center on Ellis Drive off Sycam
ore Street. This had been scheduled
'or Saturday, March 9, at Weaks Commu
nity Center but was changed to
Marcn 19 at Ellis Center.

Girl Scout Sunday
-Martin s Chapel United Methodist Churc
h will celebrate Girl Scout SUnday
on Sunday, March 10. All area Girl
Scouts and their parents are invited to
the worship service at 9 30 a.m
for a tme of special recogntion The
.:^urcn ,s located Just off North 16th
Street on Martin s Chapel Road. For
more information call Cathy Bogard at
759-9464 or the Rev Tom Cary at
-53-5809

IMETEATRES•

Laryngectomee Support Group

Sleeping With
The Enemy (R)

Laryngectomee Support Group will meet
Friday, March 8, at 4 p m. in private dining room of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital. For more information
ca" Ann.. In_gte .11N. or Dixie_ Hopk.
n%. speech pathologist. 7621100-:
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White Fang
(PG)

Health Express cancels stops

Paint & Decorating Center
1r,

Stops by Health Express of Murray-Callow
ay County Hospital for Monday
Tuesday. Va•ch 11 and 12 have
had to be canceled because of
mechanical problems with the express, according
to Sherry Crittendon, R.N.
Stops were to be at Big Sandy, Tenn., on Mond
ay and at Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center. Murray, on Tuesday

Dances with
Wolves (PG13, 7 3C
King Ralph
(PG)

Jehovah's Witnesses
Members of local congregation of Jehovah
s :Witnesses will gather for
their annual circuit convention at Veterans Memor
ial Coliseum, 300 Court
Evansville, nd., on Saturday and Sunday.
March 9 and 10. They will be
among 22 congregations of JWs at the convention
, according to George
Bandarra, presiding minister of the loca,
group Sessions will begin at 9:55
a.m. and 1.30 p.m. each day

7:10
9:0.>

L.A. Story
(PG/3)

*r, Mctallon & Mer-7,inn
- 20

Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8. Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Blood Drive scheduled
Calloway County High School will sponsor a blood drive
on Monday and
T.,esday, March 11 and 12, on the stage of Jeffre
y Gymnasium at CCHS.
:.'ionations will be accepted from 8 a.m. to 6 p m.
with 17 years of age being
the minimum age to donate blood. A sign-up sheet
is available in tne front
otfice of Calloway County High School:.however.
walk-ins are welcome

'Cake Decorating,' a non-credit community education
course sponsOred
by Murray State University, will be offered this morrt
hon the university campus The course will be taught on two consecutiv
e Tuesday nights. March
lig and 26, from 6 to 9 p.m. Conducted
by Ruth Eversmeyer, the course will
include the basic fundamentals of cake decorating
. Emphasis will' be on
traditional family occasion cakes. Supplies will
be available for purchase on
the first night of class. The fee for the course is
$25,
For more information, call 762-4159 or 1-800-669- supplies not included
7654 outside Calloway
County.

Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

•Prescriptions Delivered.
•15(3L Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
*Computerized Records
*Medical Claim Service

-

HOLLAND DRUGS
Dun

Bob
R.Ph.

Quilt Contest and Show
The 1991 Kentucky Fall Festival of Quilts will
be Sept. 12, 13 and 14 at
Commonwealth Convention Center, Louisville. This
will be the fourth annual
festival sponsored by Louisville Nimble Thimbles.
festival, a 'Quilts in Bloom' wall quilt contest will In conjunction with the
be held. This will include
flowers of spring, summer, winter or fall; boldly
blooming from quilts to
adorn bare walls; designs in miniature', small,
or grand wall; with flowers
pieces and/or appliqued. Contest entry deadl
ine is July 1, 1991. For official
rules and entry form, workshop, lodging and
other information send first
class postage to Festival '91, Dept., cjo Juanita Yeage
r, P.O. Box 22642,
Louisville, Ky 40252-0642.

n.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Church directory pictures

Open Horse

II. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars/Willi
s
Center.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymousfi p.m./Parish Center.
St. Leo Catholic Church.

Friday, March 8
United Way General board
meeting/1 p.m./Pagliai's.

AA and AtvAnon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Bcnton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Hazel Community' Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m. for senior citizens
activities.

Club/6

George Weaks Community
Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Knights of Columbusr7 p.m. K/C

Games/8 p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.:
WORD Program/10 a.m.; CREED
and Choir Practice/7 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kcvil
Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.

Ki%anis

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St/open 6-11
p.m./Info 753-TEEN.
(Cont'd on page 7)

6 a m -10 p m
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Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTE

A VALbE OF OVER 550 '

Show

Gina Scaggs
master's in choral conducting at the
University of Missouri at Kansas
City Conservatory of Music. She
teaches voice and music education
at Murray State.
An active soloist, recitalist and
accompanist, Ms. Scaggs has also
served as adjuilicator and clinician
in Missouri, Kentucky and on the
East Coast.

Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn../7:30 p.m. at Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach. 753-3580.

1.4:K3 1/

•
, Aff P

Lock In
8• 1 / C
p.m./Info/

Thursday, March 7
Gina Skaggs fatuity recital/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, N1SU.

Murray Cibitar Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Fish fries are being held each Friday durin
g the Lenten season in the
Parish Center of St. Leo Catholic Church. The event
will be Friday, March 8,
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. This is a special social event
for the Lenten season

Grace Baptist Church is in the process of having a new
church directory
published. Photo sessions will be Friday and Saturday.
March 8 and 9. All
members are urged to cooperate in this special project,
a church spokesperson said.

Thursday, March 7
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

p.m /Sirloin Stockade.

Fish fries Friday

Scribbles'
today/Info,

'CALENDAR

Murray

SILADIUM DESIGNER SERIES

Iron lndu
p.m.Mom(

Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a "Eggstravaganza"
luncheon on Tuesday, March 12,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost of the luncheon will be $4.75 per person.
Bette Kitt of Brentwood, Tenn.,
will be guest speaker. She was
born in the Philippines and has
lived in many places in the United
States. She is a housewife and
enjoys tennis and snow skiing. Her
husband. Don, is an automobile
dealer. They have four children and
one granddaughter.
The special feature, "Eggspecially" for you, will be an egg collecBette Kitt
tion shared by Marion O'Rourke. a
Murray native. She lived in Germany 11 years where she taught at
the Department of Defense
Schools. She and her husband,
Peter. a teacher at Calloway County Middle School and CC High
School Girls' basketball coach,
have three children. Marion is a
guidance counselor in the Calloway.
County School System.
Special music will be presented
by Steve Littlefield, native of
Hopkinsville who has 'lived in
Anchorage. Alaska. He is minister
of music at First Baptist Church.
Murray, and is also an Adjunct
voice instructor at Murray.State
Steve Littlefield
eniversity. His wife, Mari Gwyn.
is a data entry operator and student
be made by calling Sharon
at N1SU.
McConnell-Worster, 759-4421.
Reservations for the luncheon
All interested women are welshould be made by Sunday even- come
to attend. There are no dues.
ing, March 10. by calling Freda
no membership fees or any obligaLovett. 753-3999, or Marilyn
tion. said Jill Courtney. chairman.
Pritchard. 753-9930.
Christian Women's Club is a
A nursery for preschoolers will
'worldwide organization and is not
be provided at Memorial Baptist
affiliated with any kchurch or
Church. Nursery reservations may
denomination.

Your Home
Call For An In-Home

Receptioi
works on
Village.

Christian Women's Club zvill
hear Kitt, O'Rourke, Littlefield

Deserve It,

• Rent your movies•at the mo%ies!
• 1008 Chestnut • 733-3314
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Cake Decorating course

Abe%

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design ServicAs.

Soprano Gina Scaggs, a visiting
instructor in the Department of
Music at Murray State University,
will present a faculty recital tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
The program is open to the public at no admission charge.
Ms. Scaggs. who joined the
faculty at Murray State in the fall
of 1990, will sing works by Purcell, Bach, Debussy and American
composers Foster, Copland and
Sondheim.
She will be assisted on the first
half of the program by John Schlabach, trumpet, Marie Taylor, harpsichord, Dr. John Steffa. cello,
Nancy Steffa, viola, and Eric Williams and Elaine °Williams, violin.
Dr. Richard Scott. pianist, will
assist during the second half.
A native of Ashland, Ms. Scaggs
earned bachelor's degrees in music
education and vocal performance at
the University of Kentucky and a

Fl
Hazel Lo
Accepted
hall.

R 4 P.M.

An Open Horse Show. sponsored by New Providence
Riding Club will be
Friday, March 8, at 7p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition
Center. Admission will be $2.

COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center

Our Dinners start at

Murray 753-1606
BRING THIS AD

868

$3.95 -

Offer Good Thru March 11

753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available
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Humphrey-Bullock wedding March 15
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PAGE 7

hear Valentine

(Cont'd from page 6)
Friday, March 8
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.
Reception for children having
works on exhibit/4-5 p.m./Frame
Village.
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850 LBL.
Scribbles' deadline for works is
today/Info/753-5022. 753-5512.
Lock In for boys and girls/
8-1 5/Camp
WOW/9
p.m./Info/489-2577 or 753-2319.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

I the
insas
She
ition

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Fish Fry/5:30-7 p.m./Parish
Center; Lenten Prayer/7
p.m./church.

and
also
cian
the

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Fellowship/11:45 a.m.; Parents'
Night Out/5:30-I I p.m.

Jerry and Linda Humphrey of
Benton announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Tracie
Lynn, to Kevin Wayne Bullock,
son of Wayne and Sharon Bullock
of Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Ed and Katherine Holden of Almo and of Ruby Humphrey and the late Rex Humphrey
of Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Lionel and Jackie Johns of
Vienna, III., and of Anna Bullock
of Aurora, Ill.
Miss Humphrey is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High
School. She is currently enrolled at
Paducah Community College and
employed at Swiss Colony.
Mr. Bullock is a 1988 graduate
of Reidland High School. He is
currently enrolled at Paducah Community College and employed at
Sears.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Friday, March 15. at
7 p.m. at Friendship Church of
Christ, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

C.

416
k

N4 r. •
4.

Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club hear Dr. Mary Frank
Valentine speak about"Stress Management" at the February meeting.
Hostesses were, from left, Jill Courtney, Joyce Hughes, Jennifer Taylor and Robin Miller. The department will meet Monday, March 11.
at 7 p.m. at the club house with Dr. Bonnie Higginson to speak about
"Travels Through China."

MURRAY TODAY
41-1n1 (rjtas

Jprimg
TOUCHGLIDE* VERTICALS

Sadie Hawkins Couples
Banquet/6:30 p.m./Fellowship, Hall
of First Baptist Church.

1

By NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
For AP Newsfeatures
Breast cancer, if detected early
enough, ivery often curable by
surgery.
Monthly self-examination and
periodic X-ray checks (mammography) play a vital role in that early
detection.
Dr. Ruth Oratz, attending physician and clinical instructor in the
Division of Oncology at New York
University Medical Center.. said it
is essential for women to examine
their breasts regularly, preferably
once a montti7
She noted that breast cancer is
very common, affecting about one
American woman in 10 at some
time in their lives.
But she said cancer that has been
detected early — before the disease
had metastasized to the lymph
nodes or elsewhere in the body —
has an 80 '''to 90 percent cure rate
with surgery.
A family history of breast
cancer, especially in one's mother,
sister or daughter, is an important
risk factor. Orati noted. Also, a
woman who has had cancer in one
breast has a slightly increased risk
of developing cancer in the other
one.
The best time for a woman to
examine her breasts is after her
menstrual cycle._ "However,
women should become accustomed
to examining themselves during the
course of the month to learn how
their breasts change," Oratz
explained.
Warning signs of breast cancer
which would warrant medical
attention include:
— Any unusual lump in the
breast or under the arm.
— Any change in the breast's
skin, color or texture such as dimples, reddening, inflamed or firm
skin.
— Milky or bloody discharge
from the nipple.
— A sudden enlargement of one
breast.
Women should also undergo periodic mammography, a specialized
X-ray eiamination of the breasts,
beginning at age 40 in most women
and at age 35 in those at higher
risk.
"If mammography detects a suspicious mass, a fine needle biopsy
may be used to determine whether
it is- benign or malignant," Oratz
said.
This virtually painless procedure.
performed on an outpatient basis,
has generally replaced the more
radical excisional biopsy, which
involves the surgical removal of a
piece of breast tissue.
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Tracie Lynn Humphrey and
Kevin- Wayne Bullock to marry

Early detection
breast cancer
often curable

DEAR
ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 23-year-old
woman and I'm dating a 47-year-old
Man. I am very mature for my age
and have always seemed to relate
better to older men. Our relationship is very serious and he's asked
me to marry him. Al treats me wonderfully. and I would love to spend
the rest of my life with him.
Here's the problem: Al is my
mother'!.; age. and I'm afraid if my
parents find out the age difference.
they will be against our marrying
My mother thinks he's 42, which
OK with her, but I'm sure five more
years would make a difference. I try
not to let other people influence my
decisions, but m parents are a big
part of my life and s not easy for me
when we disagree.
Abby. this man is wonderful, and
we both think we are right for each
other and the age difference shouldn't
make a difference. Do you think it
does?
LOVE WITH AL
DEAR IN LOVE: The age difference is not the issue. The fact
that you consider yourself
"mature" and are still lying to
your parents in order to win their
approval is. Be honest with your
parents about this man's age. If
Al is all you say he is and your
parents are intelligent people,
the age difference won't matter.

SF
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CHUCKLE(OR GROAN)FOR
TODAY: "Asking a working
writer what he thinks about critics is like asking a lamppost how
it feels about dogs." — Christopher Hampton
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The Power To Overton*

Wedding
Photography

JOIn'ANIS varieties • on the square
753-9569

SALE
Ladies Denim Shorts .up to size 24

by 5oef Fisher

Ladies Denim Jackets

•11-'edding and special event
photography is our specialty
•16 years experience
In -home consultation
*'Top quality, lowest prices

-

4 •

Calf
1_ Metter: Loberger
Lynne Loberger Powell

Children's Denim
New Spring Arrivals!
Ladies & Children's

Anytime
Pr•

753-5063

Merchandise
20%-30'i Off
‘.
si

Skirts, pants, blazers, tops and more from:
with these great specials

Graff. Leslie Fay, Bonnie & Bill,
California Ivy, Russ, Francine Browner,
Koret. Cortiva and more
, .

20% OFF

NEW Spring & Summer Merchandise
g

.11
Bright's Downtown Murray, open 9 305 daily. Sun 1-5
•-'••••••-
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40%

Off
Winter Clearance!
Merchandise
Up To 70% Off
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Sportswear
That
Will
Meet
Your
Needs...

DEAR HATES: Be up-front
and tell him he can no longer
depend on you for free transportation. And if he asks why you
suddenly made that decision,tell
him the truth,and don't pull any
punches.

$9"-s12"
Only 615

Selected Group Exquisite Form Bras

Bright's spring collection of coordinates
is full of color and style. We still have
our basics that you depend on, but you'll
also love what's new.. $34 to $98.

•••• ••••••••••
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DEAR ABBY: There is a man I
work with who always needs a ride
somewhere. He owns a car, but it
doesn't run. He bums rides to work.
to the hank', to lunch.. to the mall
after work — and these rides are not
along the way.they're sometimes 15
or 20 minutes out of the way.
It's not just- me he hitches rides
from. It seems like it's just me whs
minds.Thereare-two co-workers who
pick him up every- morning for work.
He doesn't have a phone,so when he
decides he's not going to work, they
have to drive the whole way to find
out.
,While giving him a: ride-. I had to
stop forg4.s-and discovered I had no
• cash with me, so he gave me $3,
which I assumed was a gift in return
for all the free rides I had given him.
Three days later, be asked me if I
had forgotten about the..$3 I owed
him! I reluctantly gave him $3,but it
really burned me up. After that I was
so mad.I decided he would never get
a ride from me again.
Now, I find myself hiding when
it's quitting time and 'Making up
etupid excuses to get out of giving
• him a ride. I don't know what is more
annoying:the rides,or this. How can
I get out of this mess?
HATES FREELOADERS

Children's Fashions
t..rs Prrernee 14
753-0005
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Racers, Raiders reach OVC championship

Murray State pounds Eagles
in 'highlight reel' performance

Title matchup will
center on defense

By DAVID RAMEY
By DAVID RAMEY
obagior a Times Aso Sports

Ledger & Times Asst Sports Editor

•

Morehead coach Tommy Gaither has seen plenty of videotape on the
Murray State Racers, but he probably has no use for a copy of last night's
89-61 Murray State victory in the' semifinals of the OVC Tournament in
Racer Arena.
The Racers pit together a highlight reel, complete with 3-point shooting, a powerful inside game. tenacious defense. and those acrobatic
dunks
that bring fans to their feet.
Anyone expecting a flat Racer effort from an 11-day layoff was greeted
instead with one of the better performances in their 23-8 season.
"I really felt like Murray State played great. They certainly didnk come
out rusty." Gaither said. "I've seen them on a ton on tape and we've played them three times now, and it's the best I've seen them. Tonight's
was
flawless. You could tell they were hungry and smelled another
championship."
Even Racer coach Steve Newton, who rarely finds a Murray performance perfect, could. find nothing wrong with the Racer win.
"I felt like we had a fairly-complete basketball game tonight." Newton
said. "I didn't feel the layoff hurt us at all. It was good for us.
We made
the most of our time and the guys responded very well. I thought we
played very well.
-The credit goes to our team and our senior leadership. Our staff put
together a good game plan, but execution is the bottom line and when
you
defend and shoot well, it's an excellent game on both ends."
. AL five Racer starters scored in -double figures% led by - 15 points each
from Greg Coble and John Jackson. Popeve Jones tossed in 14 and
had a
game-high 14 rebounds, while Frank Alien pitched in 12 and had
five
-assists while Paul Kiry tossed in 10.
Murray drilled 7 of 15 attempts from 3-point territory. while Morehe
ad
was a poor 3-of-15. And the Racers had a huge edge on the line. hitting
_la.of 23 attempts while Morehead was 6-of-8. The.Racer effort at the
free
throw stripe was Jed by John Jackson. a 44 percent shooter who hit
all
five attempts.
While the Racer offense was clicking and shooting 51 percent for
the
game. the Murray defense smothered Morehead. arid forced 38 percent
shooting from the floor.
"They were hitting on all cylinders." Gaither said. "We couldn't wern
to get anything done offensively."
"They just she; us down on the offensive end." said Brett Roberts.
who
:c..•,k a:I scorers with 17 points.
.
!slorehead's only lead of the contest came on a 3-pointer from P.J.
N-lt-i10,1S to open the game. Jones hit two free
throws for Murray. and after
stea.:. hit a 3-pointer to put Murray .up 5-3.
Core :hen picked an Eagle pocket and delivered an acrobatic slam, and
Kg buried a 3-pointer to put Murray up 10-3. Brian Miller scored
for
Morehead. but with the Racers holding a four-point lead. King buried
Rod Mitchell of Morehead sticks a hand in Popeye Jones'
a
face as
(Cont'd on page 9)
Jones scores against the Eagles in first-half action.

By JOHN KREISER

The little g.u..ys have had their fun. Now, it's the big guys'
:urn.
While schools like St. Francis 'of- Pennsylvania, Northea
st
Louisiana and Coastal. Carolina .assured themselves of NCAA
berths Wednesday. several majoifnferences were prepari
ng
for their tournaments.
The Big East, Metro, Southeastern and Southwest are
among the confetences- which begin their tournaments todTc.
ihnile the Atlantic Coast. Big Eight and Big West get unde;
.aav on Friday.
Three more Learns earned -NCAA berths in Wednesday'
ne-ere'• play -in games.
Francis. the Northeast Conference winner. dOwned
:be Patriot Conference champion,-70-64 for its firstc.:27
;) the tournament. Northeast Louisiana
of the South.und Cir.ference ripped MEAC champ .Florida A&M
87-63
a7.:2. C. astaI -Carolina, the Big South
titlist, won at Jackson
Ste:a
SWAC winner, 78-59, also earning its first NCAA
bertn
_
._
the semifinals of 'the Ohio Valley. Conference tournament. Middle Tennessee beat Eastern Kentucky 83-66 and
Murray State downed Morehead State 89-61. San Diego. State
beat Air Force 58-51 in the opening round of the Western
Athletic Conference tournament.
Georgia State beat Texas-San Antonio 94-84 and ArkansasLittle Rock took Centenary 80-63 in the Trans America tour-

Murray State and Middle Tennessee will meet for the championship of the OVC Tournament
tonight at 6:30 p.m., and two
coaches who are on the outside
looking in say the matchUp of the
Racers and the Blue Raiders should
be a dandy and worthy of the
national coverage on ESPN. .
"Middle is playing well right
now," said Morehead coach Tommy Gaither, whose team lost to
Murray last night 89-61. "It's
going to be a great game. It will be
a war on the inside."
"It should be a great ballgame,"
Eastern Kentucky coach Mike Polho said.
Middle Tennessee roared past
Eastern Kentucky 83;66 in the first
game of the OVC tournament Wednesday, with -Robert Taylor tossing
_in 22. points -while Warren Kidd
had a 20-20 performance for the
Blue Raiders — 20 points and 20
rebounds.
Middle's defense held Eastern to
32 percent shooting from the floor.'
"-We had, a balanced -attack. but
'our defense locked up at the other
end and was a big factor." Middle
coach Bruce Stewart said. "Our
kids just came in and played the
kind of defense that has held our
opponents to 39 percent field goal
shooting all season long."
"They are playing very well
right now," Murray coach Steve
Newton. said. "Their depth and siee
is a concern."
Middle. with a 21-8 record. has
won 10 of their last 12 and appears
to be on a 'roll.
"We've played very consisteely
over the last 12 to 15 games.(Coned on page 9)

nament semifinals. Idaho beat W:r,:7 Site 60-54 and Idaho •. games
we had with ahem were close games. Weve got to he
State beat Boise State 73-69 in the epening round of the Big ready
to play and not be overconfident."
Sky tournament.
The Mississippi -Tennessee winner plays Mississippi State
In the only Top 25 action. Purdue upset second -ranked
(20-7) on Friday. The Bulldogs tied Louisiana State for
Ohio State 72-67 and No. 25_DePaul defeated Miami of Florithe
, second-best record in' the- SEC, but the top finisher, Kentuc
ky..
da 75-58. It was only the second loss of the season for Ohio •
is on NCAA probation and is ineligible for the. tournam
ent.
State, which needs a s.ictory over Iowa or a loss by' second No. 16 LSU will be without star center Shaquille O'Neal.
place Indiana to win the Big. Ten championship outright.
the SEC player of the year. who's sidelined' with a leg injury.
Three .more NCAA berths will be decided ,tonight.
The Southwest Conference tourney' begins_ in Dallas with
Duquense visits Penn State for the Atlantic 10 title. Middle
Texas Tech and Texas A&M meeting tonight for the right
to
Tennessee faces Murray Suite for the Ohio Valley crown and play No. '1 seed Arkansas on Friday.
Georgia State meets Arkansas-Little • Rock for the Trans
The Metro and Mid-Continent conferences also begin today
America championship.
with four quarterfinal games.
The Big East tournament begins with Villanova, the eighthNCAA PLAY•IN GAMES
place team,. facing last-place Boston College at Madison
St. Francis, Pe 70, Fordham 64
Sr
Ftancs
of
Pernsyl
vania
sec 's home record .0'
Square Garden. The winner faces top-seeded and fourth-- tc..•ha-eht or
a-c made the NC AA
'he first time as Joe Ancersor had 32
•". anc •0
ranked Syracuse *in Friday's .quarterfinals.
eaC '^e Rec FaS" 124-71 past Fc-c-a- t24-7;
Northeast Louisiana 87, Florida A&M 63
Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun. whose team faces GeorgeJohes scared 21 po•hts anc -ac e •ey s'ea s as
No"town on Friday, believes Syracuse is the favorite but that sevvis;,.ng Ffikida LAM
Coastal Carolina 78. Jackson Si 59
eral other teams could win.
0-Wayne C"eataRooen Doece each S'..0.ed 'g CO-'s as .5 ;
"Early in the season Syracuse was getting by by the hair of 'a Caf.c. na :24 7; 41Cand
a 'ne war 'o earrec i's .s•
-; Jackson Sta•es 07-15i 10-we no-he
their chinny-chin-chins._put-they're.not doing that any longer.
wm-mrsh'el'ir- -They've put. some pretty good whippings on some good
Purdue 72, No. 2 Ohio State 67
13..re-e morooed is chances tor ar NCAA
teams." Calhoun said.
ea' -;'he 8,c.
eyes for me sic' straignt time at Macey Arena
•
2'
inouding nine of Purches final IS as the Boiierma.t
The opening game of the Southeastern Confer
ii-,
'•
•••••
ence tourna- s'aig Ei'afne arid fifth of Ineir test six Oho
State •2" ; .5'
ment pits. Mississippi (9-l8) against_ Tennessee
ock up its first outright fig Teh tile since
19-.2: H 0:e
'97'
Miss has already beaten the Viols' twice this
No. 25 D•Paul 75, Miami, Fla
season.
ocr Foster scored al 10 o' ne porms d..."",7 a SO
"it's very difficult to beat a team three times in one
?C2 seconc
a..
DePa..
oeal Marti of F.0•Ala.
19-8; as
"o' 's as' '2 ;;;,--•-‘, an
this 'league," Mississippi coach Ed Murphy said. year in sere- s'raght a; home. Miami DePa.11
19-'9; fmished the seasoas'
•
.:Both 'he 8 g East wrth ar 0-1' record or e•At •aae
.
'.,-

Lady Marshals, Tilghman win in girls' regional
tourney
Staff Report

Murray'tedger & Times Sports

MAYFIELD — Marshall County's Lady Marshals aren't feeling
the pressure. bu they sure are
showing it
• The ten-time defending First
Region champions aren't the regional tournament favorites; Graves
County is. The Lady Marshals
aren't the Fourth District champions; Calloway County is.
Marshall County, however, still
believes that defense wins basket-

ball, games, and Hickman County
can be counted among ranks of the
faithful following Marshall's 81-38
victory Wednesday night in the
first round of the First Region
Girls' Tournament at Graves County High School.
Tilghman defeated Ballard
Memorial 49-38 in the first game
' of the tournament and will meet
Marshall in Monday night's semifinals. Calloway County' takes on
Fulton County tonight at 6:30, with
Graves County' meeting Reidland in
the nightcap.

Marshall County held a comfort- fateful third quarter.
able 35-2f lead at the halfway
Rechelle Cadwell, who yesterday
mark against the Lady' Falcons. was .named the Fourth
District
winners of the First District with a Player of the Year. lived
up to that
21-9 recdrd.
billing with a 24-point performance-The vaunted Lady Marshal pres- for the Lady Marshals, while
sure defense then slammed all inda Drown (12); Shannon LaurGossum.
hopes of a Hickman comeback. (11) and Missy Lee (10)
each
Marshall County scored 16 straight reached double figures.
points 10 open the second half and,.
In the night's opening game.
outscored Hickman 24-4 in the
Tilghman held Ballard off for three
eight-minute span to take comfortquarters before pulling aWay in the
able control of the contest.
fourth quarter for the 11 -point win,
Marshall's defense forced 3:4 turTilghman, Second District
foyers during the game. 15 in thechampions
with a 15-10 record. led,

only 12-10 after the first quarter.
but had moved out to a five-point
gap at the halftime.
Ballard Memorial, 10-17 and:
rultihers-Up- or the Third District,
could not cut into that lead in the
third quarter and were eventually
eliminated by cold (18-for-59)
shooting and hot defense (19 tutnovers) from Tilghman's full-court
pressure.
Amy Farmer led the Blue Torriado with 18 points, 12 in the second
half, while Tara Woodson and Ginny Kirchoff added 12 points each.

Rickey Henderson a no-show as A's open camp

By RONALD BLUM

Associated Press Sports Writer
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Where's Rickey? Not even his
agent knows .for sure.
••I really don't know," Richie
Bry said Wednesday after American League MVP Rickey Henderson failed to show' up at Oakland's
training camp on the mandatory
reporting day. "I have no more
idea than you do."
Oakland general manager Sandy
Alderson wasn't surprised. He said
the club hadn't determined whether
or not it would fine Henderson.
"If Rickey is trying to make a
statement, I wouldn't have
expected him on the first day that
he can be fined," Alderson said.
"The fact that he's not in camp

only means that he can be fined."
The left fielder apparently is
upset that the Athletics haven't
Baseball salaries aM aetvice
By-,umber of years of play on leant, as
calcJated by Player Relations Gorimitlee
of ma,t-/ league management
Years
3
5
6
7
8
10
10.

$262.000
$590,000
$750.00C
51 motor
$1 million'
$931,000
5' 1 rrell.or
5' 2 Million
$1 1 million

• It
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11126,90
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been willing to renegotiate the
four-year, $12 million contract he
signed before the beginning of last
season.
"It has been intimated to me
that's the reason," Alderson said.
"I haven't gotten a telegraph."
Oakland manager Tony La Russa
maintained his calm approach to
Henderson's absence. The A's had
requested all players report to camp
by Feb. 27.
"I don't personally feel Rickey
is shirking his- responsibility by not
being here." La Russa said.
While Henderson was off somewhere, lack Armstrong and Joe
Oliver of the World Series champit' Cincinnati Reds made it clear
why they were not in camp. Their
contracts were renewed. and they
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say they won't come back until
they get better deals.
"The fines will start tomorrow if
they're not here," Reds general
manager Bob Quinn said at Plant
City. Fla. "I'm not going to disclose the amount, but it is a fixed
amount of fine. Yes, they know
Armstrong was renewed at
$215,000 and 'Oliver at $185,000.
They each want about $100,000
more for 1991.
"I'm going to stay out as long as
it takes to state my case," Oliver
said.
Meanwhile, Texas pitchers
Kevin Brown and Kenny Rogers
returned to Port Charlotte, Fla.,
after their One-day walkouts. They
felt they made their point.
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Brown's contract was renc,led
for $327,500. while Rogers' was
renewed for S287,500.
In other camps news:
'Hall of Fame pitcher Jim _Palmer
made his first competitive appearance since 1984, throwing two
innings in an intrasquad game at
Baltimore's spring training camp.
Palmer threw 38 pitches and
gave up two runs and four hits, but
he threw well enough to get out of
the first inning without a hard-hit
ball. He gave up a wind-blown
home run to catcher Chris Hoiles
and a run-scoring single to rookie
Luis Mercedes in the second before
working out of trouble.
The Orioles intend for Palmer to
make his 1991 exhibition debut on
(Cont'd on page 9)

Assistant Sports Editor

Win- or lose tonight, the Murray State Racers should get an
NCAA bid; according to the
rest of the coaches th the
league.
Steve Newton says the Racers
are focused on gaining the automatic berth to the NCAA Tournament, which the Racers. can
snare tonight with a victory'
over Middle Tennessee State in
the OVC Championship game.
• The OVC hasn't had two
bids since 1987, when Middle
gained an at-large berth much
to the dismay' of "establishment"
coaches like Denny -Crum,
whose Louisville Cardinals were
forced to settle for an NIT bid.
Never mind that Middle 'could
have 'beaten NOtre Dame in
their first-round tournament
game, or that the OVC. would
win their first-round game in
the tourney the next three years.
Giving the Racers an at-large.
berthi Would surely' draw' howls
from coaches in the "major"
conferences, who always feel
that all 11 members of the Big
10 should get in because of
"strength of schedule...Well. I'm tired of hearing
about the Big East. the Big 10,
the not-so Big West. the Big 8.
I'm tired of hearing about
coaches who finished 8-8 or 7-9
in round-robin conference play
where half the games are at
home) cry about getting bids.
Why should the NCAA continue
to award mediocrity' at the
"majors", and pass over excellence at the michmajor level.
.
If the major schools would
play schools like Middle Tennessee. Eastern Kentucky' and
Murray' State on neutral courts
-- or God forbid, in OVC
gym: -- we. would see just
how little the difference is
between the Big Whatsover and
leagues like the Ohio Valley
Conference.
It would be a shame for a
team like Murray to miss the
NCAA Tournament With Kentucky. Missouri and Illinois inelgible. the Racers will have a
chance if' they lose tonight.
If they win. I also think ..Middle should 'get some_consideration - and—both Eastern, Kentucky - and NIiddle should be
considered for the NIT, which
_Iip.s—ev-en---deeper into the
mediocrity of the majors.
-The Ohio Valley. conference
- great basketball it's. A J.
T-Stfdrne.-that more people don't
get to see that. Two NCAA
Tournament bids would be a
step in the right direction for
OVC respect. And there are a
lot of -other conferences who
play great basketball, but no
one gets to See it because a
lack of television exposure.
But the NCAA doesn't care
about the mid -majors. If the
OVC changes their name to the
Big Ohio Valley,....they...might
have a chance.
-e
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Aric Sinclair is Eastern Kentucky's only senior, but he paid
the price for some comments in
the Nashville newspapers.
Sinclair reportedly said that
there was no way Middle would
beat Eastern.' A player. especially' a senior, should never say
something like that. The Middle
crowd last night was on Sinclair
from the moment he took the
floor in warm-ups.
The Colonels got beat, Sinclair had a poor game, and EKU
coach Mike Pollio was upset at
the media.
"Don't you 'people have editors?" he asked when quizzed
about Sinclair's performance. ,He
pointed out that Sinclair was a
good person, had already
graduated from EKU, and has a
chance at becoming an FBI
agent.
We all have editors, Mike
and I'm sure that Sinclair is a
nice person and a great leader
for your basketball team. Our
editors make sure we know
what is proper and what is not
proper in our business.
It is unfortunate that Aric
Sinclair didn't have someone to
teach him that you don't say
things that other teams might
want to put on their bulletin
board.
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Actions& Reactions Murray State pounds...
Baseball
PORT CHARLOTTE. Fla — Texas
petcherS
Kevin Brown and Kenny Rogers returned
to
spring training, dlie day after they walked out of
camp to protest having their contracts renewed
Brown, a staler who had a 12 10 record and
360 earned run average last season,
was
renewed for $327500 Rogers, a reliever who
went 10,6 with 15 saves arid a 313 ERA, was
renewed for $287.500
• • • •
PLANT CITY, Fla — Jack Armstrong arid Joe
Ohyer of Cincinnati continued their walkouts for
a second day to protest having their contracts
renewed. saying they plan to stay out until
the
Reds resume negotiations. even though the
club said the players will be lined if they don't
return Thursday Armstrong, who went 12-9
with a 3 42 ERA arid made $107.500 last season,.. was renewed at $215.000 Coiner. who batted 231 with eight homers and 52 RBIs while
making $107,500, was renewed at $1115,000
• • • •
SCOTTSDALE, Anz — Amencan League MVP
Rickey Henderson of the Oakland A's ailed to
appear for spring !raining on the mandatory
reporting date, but AS general manager Sandy
Aiderson sag he still hadn't decided whether or
not to fine the unhappy left heider Henderson,
who Signed a four-year, $12 million contract
prior to last season, wants the A's to
renegohate the deal, which has dropped him from top
scale to less than average for a player of Henderson's production

Football
DALLAS — Former Dallas Cowboys wide
receiver Drew Pearson was named to succeed
Ernie Stautrter as head coach of the Dallas
Texans of the Arena Football League Stautrier
resgned from the post to become an assistant
coaZh with the NFL's Denver Broncos Pearson, 40, played 11 season for the Cowboys
'
,on, 1973 to 1 983, retinng when he was senousty injured in an automobile accident In 1985
ne served as the team's wide receivers coach.

Tennis
INDIAN WELLS, Calif — John McEnroe's
return to the top 10 was delayed when he was
upset in straight sets in the second round of :he
Champions Cup McEnroe was defeated by Jim
Grabb 7-6 (9-7). 7-5. pooling five other seeded
players who were ousted Also falling were filth seeded Goan Ivanseac. No 6 Thomas Muster, No 8 Andres Gomez, No 13 Alexander
Volkov and No '14 Marc Rosset Second seeded Andre Agassi had five aces and
defeated Goren Pc 6-3. 8-4. Ninth -seeded
Michael Chang shook off a leg injury in the second set and came back to beat Jimmy AnaS
6-4, 4-6, 6-1 Other winners were No. 5 Guy
Forget, No 7 Emiiio Sanchez, No 10
Andrei
Cnerkasov arid No 11 Michael Such Fabnce
Santoro of France defeated Ivanisevic 6-0, 6-2.
Scot! Davis beat Muster 6-3, 6-2: Wayne Ferreira beat Gomez 6-4, 7-6 (7-5).
Richey
Reneoerg beat Volkov 6-7 (4-7), 6-2, 6-4, and
Derrick Rostagno defeated Rosset 7-5. 6-1
• • • •
BOCA RATON. Fla — Jennifer Caprati.
seeded fourth, beat Karin Kschwend 6-7, 6-1.
6-1 in the Virginia Slims of Flonda, one year
after her professional debut The only seed to
lose was No 6 Barbara Paulus, who fel to Lisa
Bonder-Kress 6-4, 6-3 Other seeds who
advanced were No 3 Mary Joe Fernandez. No
8 Nathalie Tauzat and No 9 Helen Kelesi
• • • •
COPENHAGEN. Doormat* - Mark Woodforde
of Australia beat second-seeded Andre Chesnokov of the Soviet Union 6-2, 2-6. 7-6 in the
second round of the Copenhagen Open Woodforde will meet Anders Jarnd tn the quarterfinals. The eighth-seeded Swede beat countryman Jan Gunnarsson 6-3, 6-2 Others -advancmg included top-seeded Jonas Svensson and
No 7 Chnslan Bergstrom, both of Sweden, No
3 Jakob Hlasek of Switzerland. No 4 Karel
Novacek of Czechoslovakia. No 6 Todd Woodbrige of Australa and unseeded Christian Sacear., of Germany

Boxing
NEW YORK — Larry Holmes. heavyweight
champion from 1978 to 1985, is anempting a
comeback and will fight Tim 'Doc" Anderson on
April 7 at Hollywood, Fla
according to a
spokesman for the fighter Holmes. apparently
inspired by 43-year-old George Foreman's success, will be making his first appearance in the
'trig as a professional since he was
knocked
out in the fourth round of a title bid against Mike
Tyson on Jan 22, 1988

Pro basketball

%adeptia
Pittsburgh
Now Away
Wasningion
NY 'sanders

31 25 9 71 225 215
33 30 4 70 263 258
28 29 12 66 240 226
29 32 6 64 214 231
22 37 9 53 194 250
Adams Division
-Boston
18 22 8 84 253 229
Montreai
35 26 8 78 238 213
eauffalo
25 26 17 67 236 229
-HanlegO
28 31 9 65 204 230
Ousbec
1 2 43 12 36 190 104
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Notre Division
V/ I. TPt OF GA
e.St Louis
• 40 la 9 89 268 211
A -Chicago
40 22 6 66 132 1 78
Detroit
29 32 8 66 241 259
lAnnesota
22 33 13 57 212 228
Toronto
19 41 8 46 207 282
Smyth* Divni•on
.-Los Angekies
39 20 8 86 287 212
a-Cacary
38 22 7 83 285 213
Edmonton
31 32 5 67 229 229
Winnipeg
21 36 11 57 23/ 253
Vanco..risr
24 39 7 55 208 277
1 -clinched Playoo ber17
'
Thursday s C.ernee
St Louts at Boston 6 35 p
NY Islanders at Detroit. 635 pm
Los Angora at Pinseurgh 6 35 p m
NY Rangers at Guebec. 6 35 p m
Vancouver Cl Toronto. 635 p m
Pniadeonia at Calgary 835 P

University Games
SAPPORO. Japan - Tonle Kwiatkowski won
the women's figure skating gold
medal at the
winter University Games, giving
the United
States a sweep of the men's and women's singles titles. Kwiatkowski, a sophomor
e at
Baldwin -Wallace, won despite a fall on the
last
of five triple jumps in her free skahng program
Koko Ina, another Amencan.
displayed near
lawless free skating and finished second
Ilona
Meljn.chenko and Genriadiy Kasikov • of
the
Soviet Union won the ice dancing gold,
while
Dutch speed skater Carla Zillstra arid Czechoslovak giant slalom skier Peter Julio gave their
nations their first gold medals Japan won a ski
jumping gold and the Soviet Union, xi addition
10 XS gold in ice dancing, also won
crosscountry ski relay. After four days. Japan led in
the medal standings with nine golds,
followed
by the Soviet Union with f.ve

Bowling scores
MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
TEAM.
titr•L
Storey's Food Giant
....
....704 334
The mane Event
644 NA
Buchanan Distakang
61 43
*Slane Construct:Ion
61 41
Twin Lakes SnorsIne Imp
59 45
Peoples Bank
57 47
Team al0
54A 494
Vfliertion Ficohng
54 50
Go Genera
52 52
Thurman Furniture
454 584
Hodge, Noel
Assoc
42 62
Chadwick ShenGintsene
._ 374 664
Futrell Tie354 604
Team al
32 72
• • •
High %Hill Handicap
cy.n.v. Futrell (6831
High Sena, Scrstch
Pat massekode (569)
High Gagne Handicap
Denise Fut,e-11 12961
High Game Scratch
Denise Futrell (2381

SUNDAY MKT

MIXED

TEAM
Shoneys
Chadwick Sheit
r tepisg
serig
Buchanan Cost
Team 912
Careens Auto Repair
Sinkers
Teem se
Tasters
The Posse
Team 85
GOO Couples
Double Trout*
Guess Who,
Team *9

W
27-8 84
23 13
23 13
20 16
20 16
184 17A
15 18
17A 18'4
158 204
15 21
15 21
13 23
13 23
13 23

• •
High Saes Handicap
Men — George 1.7a...e411696 women — Dave' Lan
nam (663)
High Series Scratch
Men
Darnell 16521. Woman — Dense Riddle
(5151
High Game Handicap
Von — Joe Sons (25E0 Women — Dawn Lanham 1230
High Gem* Scratch
Von — Jos Sons 12471. Women — Mane Stalls 11871
YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIVISION A
TEAM
Team at
Team 82
Team 13

L
447. 21 .4
23 43
224 4'4
DIVISION B

TEAM . W L
Rights 11 Lefts
Fast Fireballs
Murray Whegans
Team at
Team 55
Brooder Brawlers

59 79
47'4 404
44 44
38 50
38 SO
37A 504
DIVISION C

Bernard King prefers to let his on-coun perfqrmance speak for itself That may explain why
he had nothing to say after his 50-point effort
Wednesday night Then again, it could be the
fact that Washirgton's 104-93 loss 10 Utah was
the Bullets seventh straight has King's jaw
'
locked 'It's a quiet 50, another Bernard King
night** said Washington guard Darrell Walker
1 think we all want to get off the streak_ I think
Bernard just got off to a great start and he never let up— King has made a miraculout recovery from a knee injury that Sidelined him for
newly two full seasons in the mid-1980s. But
this year he shocked the basketball world by
becoming one of the top scorers in the league
He has scored more than 40 potnts 10 times
th.s season arid scored a season-high 52 on
Dec 29, 1990, against Denver He is the
second-highest scoremin the league to Circa90S AtChael Jordan King's 50-point game was
the first by an individual against the Jazz since
Golden State's Joe Barry Carroll scored 52 on
March 5, 1983 King's eighth career 50-point
game came on 18-0-31 shooting from the field
and t4-of-16 from the free-throw line He
scored 20 of the Bullets' 26 first-quarter points
On 9-for•11 shooting
•In other NBA games, it was Boston 126, Miami
117, New York 102, Detroit 99, Orlando 89. LA
Clippers 86. and Philadelphia 97, Dallas 92
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Athena Divislon
W
L Pct
GB
Boston
44 16 733 —
Phiadaphe
33 26 559 10A
New Yoh
25 32 467 16
Washengton
22._37 173 214
Man
19 40 322 244
New Jersey
Is 40 322 248
Centel Division
Chicago
42 15 737
Detroit
38 23 623 6
MN/aegis
36 24 600
T4
Atlanta
34 25 576 9
28 31 475 15
CT:la
I
and
21 37 362 214
Charlotte
17 42 288 26
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divisen
W
I. Pct
GB
Ulan
40 18 690
San Anter.o
17 19 661
2
Houston
34 24 586 6
Dallas
22 36 379 18
Orlando
20 39 339 2ek
Nannies/eta
19 38 333 20.4
Demo'
Is 41 261 236
Pacific Division
Portland
45 14 763 —
LA Laken'
42 17 712 3
Phoesnia
39 19 672 Sk
Golden Sire
3021 517 144
Seattle
29 29 SOO 164
LA Clippers
20 39 339 25
Sacramento
16 41 281 26
Thursday• Ganes
Pncierce at Atlanta 630 pm
Denver at Indiana 630 p
Seethe at kennesota. 7 pm
Dam • itcusion 7 /0 P m
LA Laken
elovraultee 7 30 P m
New Jena, at San Anton° 730 pm
Ceerreianct C Goken Suite 930 pm

TEAM . W L
Pnrne Sone In(
Team 05
AnOuSterS
Team 07
Team 06
Team 12
Demented Women

66 22
58 30
56 32
52 j6
44 44
42 46
34 54

• • •
High Series Handicap
A BO,f — Bobby Ports 13501 A Girls —,Hearieriartham 1298). 8 Boys — John Young 1.5631,8 GA• — Can.
dke Fain (571) C Boys — lAchael Barnett (663) C
Girls — Michele Stalls 15781
High Sores Scratch
A Boys — Bobby Potts 11441 A Girls — Heather Lan
ham (168) 13 Boys — John Young 1,4601 B Gins — Juts
Seekiell 13501,3 Boys —Michael Barnett 15851, C Girls
— Whelks Stak 14491
High Germ Handicap
A Boys — Bobby Potts 1177) A Gins 1- Heather Lan
nem 185.
Boys — John Young 12311,8 Girls — Candice Fan (229) C Boys — Scott McKee (244) C Gins
— Michelle Stale (219)
High Game Scratch
A Boys — Bobby Potts (74) A Gins — Heather Lanham
(108). B Boys —Jan Young 1190) B
— Candot
Fan (140 C Boys — David Balance (220) C Girt —
Michelle Stalls (1 761
DILLER OR DOLLAR
TEAM
Public Ice
Hams Welding
121 Food mei
Futrell Tile
Tole Gate
St Leos KorC
Wingtoot Goa

W L
' 9036
67 49
65 51
634 52.4
STA 508
56 60
S4A 618

• • •

Ann Green ,
Ann Green
Ann Gfe1191
Meuse/ode

Eleven e

1411 Revert

WALES CONFERENCE
Parke Dhaka
111 L T lek OF GA
14 22 12 SO 293 212

901 Sycamore

753-8355
V.

Regional Tournaments
Boys
Third Region
Hancock Co 77. OwlinitC•0 74
Whienberg North 83. Grayson Co 53
Fourth Region
Bowling Green 71 Todd Central 60
Frarekkri•Simoson 63. Russelailis 63
FAA Region
Adair Co 91, LeFius Co 79
North Hardin 94 New, Co 69
Sulk Region
Leu Buller 87 Lou Shawnee 70
Lou Central 63 Lou Pleasure Rage Pan. 59
Lou Doss 64. Lou Iroquois 60
Lou Feriae 70 Lou Southern 52
Seventh Region
Lou Ballard 63. Lou Trinity 44
Lou Jeftersontown 74 Lou Male 72
Lou Moore 84, Lou Camay Day 61
Lou St Xavier 79. Lou Seneca 69
10th Region
Harnson Co, 81 Deming 62
Tonatsboro 74. Montgomery Co 66
11th Region
Madison Central 73 Jessamine Co 64
Lei Tales Crewe 70 woostord Co 31
15th Region
Betsy Layne 80 Wird 78
Elkhorn City 75 Johnson Central 74 CT
16th Region
East Cane 59, Morgan Go 48
Russell 76 Lawrince Co 52
Girls
First Region
Paducab Tilghman 49, Bailard Mernona. 38
Marshall Co 81 Hiceiman Co 38

Second Region
• Callao', Co 59 South Hopikris
Christian Co 52 Union Co 47
Eighth Regen
aullat East 59. Scott Co 32
Sneby Co 62 Trimble Co 47
Ninth Fagan
Bishop &assert 60 Dine Hoene 55
Conner 59 Newport 21

College scores
EAST
St Franc's, Pa 70 Fordnam 64
SOUTH
Coastal Caroina 78 Jackson St 59
NE Louisiana 87 Florida Aelkie 63
MIDWEST
Wail 75 Mann Fla 58
Purdue 72 Orso St 67
*scar.
,85 linos 77
TOURNAMENTS
Big Sky Conference
First Round
Idaho 60 Weber Sr 54
Piano Si 71 Boss St 69
Ohio Valley Conference
Semifinals
Middle Tlif, 83 E KertL,cay 66
IAJRFLAY STATE 89 Moieneae Si 6'
Trans America Athletic Conference
Seas dingle
Ark -Little Rock BC Centenary 73
Georgia St 44 Tems,San Antonio e44
Western Atilseetic Conference
First Round
San Diego St 58 Air Face 51

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

CQ— pietely erecleo, including concrete hoofs Not pre
leo
We oHer you FREE es!rna,
,es refe,e^ces a-d ocatIon

warranty

Carpen..e, .. -' A-- o,a .^,, - _.
of garages 'r yOr.ir area arr a

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With hardboard siding
1 . 2 car (12x20)
2 Car (16x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2' • Car (24x24)
Large 2"2 Car (24x301

Coble 7-12 0-0 15. Jackson 5-7 5-5 15, Jones
5-10 3-3 14, Allen 4-8 2-2 12. King 3-9 2-4
'0.
Adams 3-4 0-0 6, Gurnrn 0-0 1-2 1, Smits 0-4
0-0 0, Wilson 1-1 1-2 3, Birdsong 1-2 3-3 5,
Overstreet 2-3 1-2 6, Gold 1-2 0-0 2 Totals
32-62 18-23 EIG
• • • •
Haftime—Murray St 39, Morehead St 2€ 3-poi
nt goals—Morehead St. 3-15 (Miller 0-2, Roberts
1-6, Nichols 1-3, Tubbs 1-3, Rifle 6-1),
Murray St 7-15 (Coble 1-3, Jones 1-1, Allen
2-4, King 2-8,
Overstreet 1-1). Fouled out—None Rebounds
—Morehead St 35 (Miller, Roberts and Tubbs
8),
Murray St 41 (Jones 14) Assists--Morehead
St 17 (Miller arid Tubbs 5), Murray St 19 (Cobbe
7).
Total fous—Morehead St 19, Murray
St 14 A-5,250

Deluxe Models
Vinyl
$2,475
1' Car (12x20)
$3175
2 Car '.18120)
•
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22:22)
$3675
2 2 Car 124x24)
$4,175
Large 2"1 Car (24110)
P ..s o" eve lot & freignt
YOuR SATISFACTION $S OUR GOAL

siding

$2.875
$3575
$3,975
$4,075
$4,675

7
I.

BEITER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Melber. Ky. • f502) 674-5530

Title matchup will...

FLEI1

Christian and Hammonds have
solidified the Raider backcourt.
Christian, a 6-1 junior point guard,
moved into the starting lineup
against Tennessee State on January
28 and Middle is 10-2 with him
starting. He handed out 10 assists
against the Colonels.
Hammonds, a 6-3 junior, tossed
in 16 against Eastern Kentucky
and hit two 3-pointers. He averages
10.3 a game. Taylor, a sophomore
from Memphis, is an explosive outside scorer who tossed in 32 in his
last visit to Racer Arena.
Up front, Chris Ingram -and Kidd
give Middle the bulk to compete
with Murray's inside duo of Popeye Jones and John Jackson.
"You're going to see a battle
inside." Gaither said. "Middle's
going to have to score consistently
inside, and score- all night."
Middle and Murray are the two
best defensive teams in the league,
and defense will be the key to winning tonight, according to Newton.
"If we can find a way to keep
them off balance and make them
shoot 40 percent shots, we'll have
a shot at them," Newton said.
40 is a number that Newton has
on his mind.
"We're 40 minutes away from
our goal," he said. "It should be an
excellent college basketball game."

(Cont'd from page 8)
March 11, when the club plays the
Boston Red Sox at Bradenton, Fla.
*Todd Worrell, coming back from
December 1989 elbow surgery.
pitched for SL Louis for the first
time in 18 months.

GYMS

25

A Month

No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now
759-4955

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

ASK ME ABOUT
Life, Major Medical, Annuities.
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt
407 Maple

DAN McNUTT
7534451

10 MINUTE OIL CHANGE

'Zak

.-A
- AJBE
16th at Chestnut

759-1529

Enjoy The Racer
OVC Games
with the

Home Team Advantage.

• • .11,7
.;

Randy Herndon and
Mark Hart
On WBLN-FM 103.7

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
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The Voice of the Racers—

Hours:
Mon -Fri.. 7:30.5:30
Sat.. 7:30-5:00
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While Supplies Last QUANTITIES UMITED

Chestnut St., Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110

•

r

99

Sponges,
Cloth,
Scrubber
Morel

not the Bunko Sabres favonte num-

now It's the number of wins, losses
and Dee the Buffalo Sabres have at Memorial
Auditorium this season ft will also be the num
ter 01 genes Buffalo will have gone without a
win at Mane if they fail to beat the Chicago
Blackhatrks on Friday night Eleven a also the
number worn by New Jersey's Brendan Shanahan, who,, goal wen nine seconds left in reg•
utaion time Wednesday night gave the Sabres
their league-high 17111 tie of the season
•In Wednesday's other NHL action, Montreal
beat Chicago 5-3 and Minnesota downed
Edmonton 5-1

David King

MURRAY STATE (89)

Aiwa BUCKET
OF VALUES
With

ber right

'Your !store than one company agency."

MOREHEAD STATE (61)

111 kvA =I in •

Pro hockey

BUSINESS • HONIt • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Miller 4-10 4-4 12, Roberts 8-19 0-0 17,
Mitchell 6-10 0-2 12, Nichols 1-5 0-0 3, Tubbs
2-10 227,
Turner 0-2 0-0 0, Gainer 2-6 0-0 4, Tyndall 0-1
0-0 0. Derozier 1-1 0-0 2, Wheeler 1-1 0-0 2,
Riee
1-3 0-0 2. Totals 26-68 6-8 81

BARGAIN

•11

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Rickey•••

High

Series Handicap
Team — Rupee' Tile (1738). Indendual —
(632)
High Swiss Scratch
Team — Public los (1518) 'newels' —
(554)
High Game Handicap
Team — Harms Welding (600) Individual —
(2391
High Gem* Scratch
Team — public Ice 15351, InOwdual — Pat
(214)
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(Cont'd from page 8)
3-pointer to kick off a 13-4 run, capped by a 3-pointer from Coble which
gave the Racers a 27-14 lead.
They moved out to a 15-point lead on a 3-pointer by Allen, but Patrick
Tubbs scored for Morehead and the Racers took a 39-26 lead into
the
locker room.
Murray opened the second half with six straight, including four points
from John Jackson, to take a 45-26 lead. Morehead got as close as
12, at
47-35, but were greeted with a two-minute slice of highlight tape from
the
Racers, with Coble and King throwing down alley-oop dunk, Allen sinking a 3-pointer and Jones tipping in a lob pass that gave the Racers
a
57-37 lead.
Behind Jackson and Scott Adams, Murray built their lead to 29 and
Newton emptied the bench with six minutes left.
While the time off between season and tournament let the Racers regain
their energy, Racer co-captain Coble said Murray was still focused with
their mental attitude.
"We knew we had won the regular season, but we weren't finished
,"
Coble said. "We try to take them one game' at a time
and
let
the
game
come to us, and I think we did a good job of
that
Newton felt television viewing also had the Racers tonight."
mentally sharp.
"There have been so many games on television that
our guys have had
the chance to see a lot of basketball, and that stimula
ton ssaid. "Our guys who have played in the NCAA tes everyone," NewTournament the last
couple of years have had a lot of dialogue about
it."
Jackson-2nd Jones kept Morehead's all-OVC perform
er Rod Mitchell
from running rampant on the inside.
"Our game plan was to keep the ball off the low
post," Jackson said.
"We had to show a lot of hands and keep our
feet moving and I think we
did a good job of thaL"
"First and foremost, I think our defensive intensit
y
Newton said. "Our 10 Blue (man-to-man) was very was there tonight,"
good to
The Racer defense led to a lot of easy transition buckets us tonight."
at the other
end.
"We talked about running on them if we got
the opportunity," Coble
said. "And they were tired and we got down
the floor quicker."
Morehead kept Jones in check, but couldn't stop
the other Racer
weapons.
"Everything Ron gets he deserves, because he earns,"
Coble said.
"When they pay too much attention to him, it
really opens up our
offense."
"Murray is such a well-balanced team," Gaither said.
"We did a pretty
good job on Ropeye tonight, but they had that big lead
and didn't have to
play him a lot. But he's the best player in this league
and if he's not an
all-American, I haven't seen one."'
Murray faces Middle Tennessee in tonight's champio
nship game at
6:30 p.m. The winner gets the league's automatic
bid to the NCAA
Tournament.

(Cont'd from page 8)
Stewart said. "One of the keys to
that has been the addition to our
starting lineup of two junior college kids, Kelvin Hammonds and
Greg Christian. They've matured
and it's shown up as leadership on
the floor."
Murray State assistant coach
James Holland scouted the Blue
Raiders Wednesday and also
noticed the Middle consistency.
"They're starting to mesh. They
found a scorer in Robert Taylor,"
Holland said. "They're looking to
him to shoot the ball. And they're
getting good inside play from Kidd
and Quincy Vance.
"Early on, Kidd would have a
good game, and they wouldn't get
muck from anyone else, or Taylor
would have a good game and
,nobody - else would do much.
They're playing a lot better
together right now. They're getting
a lot better chemistry as far as what
they are trying to do on the floor."
Murray won both meetings in the
regular season, taking a 70-66 win
in Murfreesboro and winning a
91-86 decision in Murray. Newton
ha.s a 7-6 record against Middle
Tennessee, and the Blue Raiders
have also had some success in Racer Arena, snapping Murray's
14-game winning streak last year.
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This Page Sponsored by Your Local Businesses

MURRAY vs. MIDDLE TENN.
OVC Championship

Tonight (6:30) at Racer Arena

rescue

with tz
all.111111111.e, paw

future

441111111

612 South 9th St
Murray KY 42071
15021 753 5719

McCLARD'S

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer

601 Main St.

Open 8 00 to 4:30
Mon thru Fri

Night
753-1234 or
753-1830

Day
753-9132

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury,Inc
Since 1928

Hwy. 641 North

701 Main St. 753-5273
"The Experienced Travel
Agency'

Good Luck
Racers
MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Patty Green way
Kimberly House
Randy Wilkins
1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby's Dixieland Center)

401 Olive St.

759-1074 1-800-634-49031

CAR CARE
'Tune-Ups
'Oil Changes

*Brake Work
'Mufflers
•General Service 'Work
"Allen Smart Engine
Analyzer"

1RAVFI AGIFNCli

Lowest Prices and
Best Service"

HAI
NEXT
Your ha
now. T
made to

N en t ure
benefits
Amber.
when a

!none)

holiday,
. lost fries
CEL
THIS
Redgra.
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"Guaranteed

pro/tech

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)

AUTO CENTER
200 N. 4th St., Murray

Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray. Kentucky 42071

753-6001

•
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

GOOD LUCK RACERS'

LIBBc

• RACEWAY
AUTO SALES
_

Your Local Long
Distance Company
"Because we're here and these
other guys, well, they're there.'

Murray s Only $3,000 and
Under Car Lot.

I

MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY'
300 S 4th
753-9586

Good Luck
Racers
eawrity_Onda4?wy
ay
%111A4.eij
s

OPEN
24 HOURS
Visa-MasterCard-Discover
Kerr McGee Credit Cards

753-0858
1000 Chestnut - Murray

AAA

-• •

•

AA

• -

All photos by David Ramey

Before the game '
stop by for a
visit with
Ron & Joyce Salim
and the crew at

Great Kerr McGee Gas

Racer
Oil Co.

1-800-333-1708

LOOKIN' 611 SUPER SHELL
GOOD! "Service is our business"

24it

wy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

LII

••• ••••••••••••011011.11,11•••••••

Are you paying too
much for Mobile
Home Insurance?

50'2-753•6631
619 S. 4th Street • Murray

Shell
753-9131
Hwy., 641 S. 516 S. 12th

PURDOM
THURMAN
& MUTT

An in-depth automotive air conditioning

and heating service
and repair performed
by Kevin Lamb,technician,formerly ofRo Ho.

tee Nes welly
ter Inter rates

Southstdo Crt. Sq.

753-4451

• • •
a...V..,a.
•

Sae
P155
P 165
P175
P185
P195
P205
P205
P215
P225

P235

'Total car care from tune-ups
to major overhauls."

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
753-0440
Bel-Air Center

Cunningham
Auto Repair

Paducah (502) 444-0520
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Government: bailed-out S&Ls can't deduct lo
sses on taxes

WASHINGTON (AP)- Bailed out savings institutions cannot
deduct losses from their taxes when
the government compensates them
for the loss, the Treasury Department said Wednesday.
If courts uphold the ruling, a
reversal of policy of the late 1980s,
taxpayers could save $2.5 billion
and $3.5 billion over-The next five
to six years, said a Treasury
Department official who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
The department's position
affects 96 thrift rescue packages
negotiated by the now-defunct Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
The cash-strapped regulatory
agency, since dismantled by the
1989 S&L bailout law, put together
rescue deals, enticing acquirers
with tax benefits and promises of
future federal aid.

In most of the deals, estimated to up the
gover
cost $69 billion, the government the Treasu nment's S&L costs, force people to spend money," she
ry said in an 18-page said. "The government has a comagreed to make good on any losses report
on
the
issue.
pelling interest in disposing of
realized when the new owners sold
"Such perverse incentives are
these thrifts. They have to subsidthe thrifts' sour loans, junk bonds not
only financially costly, but they
ize the deal even if they don't want
and other shaky assets. '
also create the perception that the
to.
en though the reconstituted government
is incapable of soundly
To avoid a lengthy court battle.
Sn's suffer no actual loss, they manag
ing the savings and loan faithe Treasury Department asked
have been deducting the loss from
lures," it said.
Congress to pass legislation maktheir taxes as if they never received
The
Treasu
ry
Depar
tment
congovernment compensation. The
Bush administration wants to put ceded the government's position
likely would be challenged in court
an end to that practice.
by S&L acquirers who will accuse
In a letter to the House Ways
the government of reneging on its
and Means Committee, Treasury
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
word.
Secretary Nicholas F. Brady said
Federal Election Commission is
In
1986,
the Internal Revenue
the practice creates a "perverse
launching a nationwide
incentive" for the bailed -out thrifts Service issued a "technical advice to encourage taxpayers campaign
to check off
memo
randum" saying governmentto hold bad assets as long as possi$I on their income tax returns to
assist
ed
thrifts
could deduct losses
ble and to sell them for.the lowest
from selling assets even when the help finance presidential election
price possible.
government makes good on the campaigns.
That, even more than the tax
Less than one -fifth of Kentuckdeductions themselves, will drive loss.
y's
taxpayers are participating in
However, the Treasury official
said such memos are not binding the program,..11 is supported by one
of the state's two U.S. senatOrs and
and set no precedent.
critici
zed by the other. .
Banking analyst Karen Shaw of
by Jeane Dixon
Commission Chairman John
the Institute for Strategy Development conceded the logic of Treas- Warren McGarry, in a report
FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1991
ury's position but said reversing released Tutsday, said that the
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ability to plan ahead.
policy will make it more difficult fund collected about 533 million
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22 A
for the government to convince last year, down from more than S40
Your hard work pays off handsomely closed-door conference
million in 1981.
acquir
may
ers in new bailoutstj u it can
be
part
now. Tremendous progress can be of the day's plan. Finish
The commission projects a $3
old business
be trusted.
made toward career advancement and before starting new projec
millio
n shortfall in the 1992 prests.
A
phone
"Nobody wants to buy a thrift
financial security. A new business call or message contains a v
idential election year and more
alid
hint
and
its
assets
unless the governenture will bring attractive fringe Keep your friends by refusi
ng to
ment sweetens the deal. You can't than $100 million in 1996.
benefits next August. Travel in Sep- gossip.
In a five-state region that
tember. but listen to your loved ones
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oc 22: The
includes Kentucky, Ohio and Indiawhen they urge you to save more spotlight is on your relatit.onship
v. ith
na, 18 percent of the taxpayers in
money in November. The winter an older person. Your sense
1988 agreedlo designate 51 for the
holiday s put you in touch with long- .rescues you from a-ticklish of humor
situat
ion.
presid
ential campaign. The other
lost friends.
A family member w ill
two states are Michigan and West
CELEBRITIES BORN ON portive this weekend. be very supVirginia.
THIS DATE: actress Lynn
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
Redgrav e. singer Charlie Pride. Family.. members' reques
Monkee Mickey. Dolenz,-dancer Cyd diplomatic response. Realt deserves a
an
outspoken opponent of the
estate could
Charisse.
checkoff, said the system is not
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
be the source of a second income. A
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): marital relutionship profit
voluntary. He contends that every
federal grand jury has indicted a
Enjoy the limelight and the extra at- candid chat. Avoid indulg s from a
taxpayer, even those who choose
Fulton man on three counts of
ine.
selfin
tention y ou get now.Share your hopes pity. not to participate, winds up paying
allegedly sending or receiving child
for the future with someone who needs
SAGITTARIUS (
for
it.
porno
22-De
graph
/
1
4
..
y
throug
the
h
mail.
reassurance. A last-minute schedule 211: Contact an influential associ
"The checkoff allocates money
ate.
Ray
Brady
Willi
amson
49,
,
was
change allows you to run an impor- Someone is ready
from the Treasury, money that can
to make a .deal.
indicted Monday and is scheduled
tant errand.
Discuss educational matters and
be used for things such as educato
appear
in
court
March
22
in
TAURUS April 20-May 20): purchase books. A new acquai
ntance
tion, health care, child nutrition or
Paducah.
Someone w Flo has shunned you in the adds glamour to your social
life.
All the charges involve photo- even reducing the deficit.''
past now wants to do business. Your
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 191-:
graphs of boys, said Assistant U.S. McConnell said.
popularity rises when you participate A personal relationshipdemand
."kid
• in group activ!ties. Welcome a golden glove- handling now. Your. effort
McConnell noted that some of
Attorney Terry Cushing.
s
opportuititv to make new friends.
the
checkoff money has been given
Willi
amson
's
lawye
r, Dennis
will he richly rewarded. Welco
GEMINI .t May 21-June 20): unique financial opportunit. me a
to
fringe
Null
candidates such as politiof
Mayfi
eld,
said
he
would
),. Spend
• Ev ents at a distance could bring you some time on sour own this
not comment on the charges cal extremist Lyndon LaRouche, a
weeknew hope of'personal fulfillment. end.
because he hadn't had a chance to former candidate for president.
•
Love.d one makes a surprising deciAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18
His Democratic colleague, Wenreview the indictment or talk to
sion. Other people give freely to you. Complete old business before mov
dell Ford, supports the 51 checkoff.
Williamson.
An old rdmance-is rekindled.
ing on to new eriterprise. A financ
Ford said that since 1976, 49 of
The indictment charges that on
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): situation can be stabi I ited. You ial
the
find
50 major party presidential canJuly
30,
1986,
Willi
amson
sent
a
Murky or uncharted waters lie ahead. more good will in a negotiation
than
didate
sexual
s, primary and general, have
ly
explic
it
photo
graph of a
faroceed straight ahead. You will find anticipated. Plin a special treat
tor
-participated in the public-financing
boy through the mail.
the answers or financial backing you your offspring.
program.
According to an affidavit by
need. Family members are your
PISCES &eh. I9-March 201;.
postal inspector W.B. Reeves, Wilstrongest allies. Show more appre- .Adhere to a business schedu
le', .1iamson
ciation.
sent the photograph of a
Romance may he clouded
the'-LEO(July 23-Aug.22): You reach morning but will turn happy bine‘eboy about age 13 or 14 to an Iowa
'a turning point where your loved ones ning. A loan should he repaid
post office box with a letter that
and mutual funds are concerned. Your out further delay. Inv est any Mahread in part, -"I have a lot of nudes
extra
foresight pays off. A younger rela- money.
of me and a few of my friends that
tive expresses admiration for your
I will exchange with you. .:."
The indictment also charges that
TODAY'S CHILDREN are friendly, tolerant and intere
A
others hav e to say. Count on them to be popular with people ofsted.in what on Jan. 29, 1990, Williamson mailChestnut St.
all
ages
and
ed four sexually explicit film negawalks of life. Home.family and friends are top priorities with these
affection- tives of a boy.
ate. Pisces,- They are capable of making great sacrifices for those they
Reeves' affidavit says that WilThese children's closest pals will share their high ideals and traditlove.
ional
values. Career success will come_easily to those born on this date.
liamso
n sent four such negatives to
They can
work well with almost anyone!
an undercover photo laboratory run
by postal inspectors. Williamson
'
...XIei personallied da 11) huxus‘o
pe f
Je.anc suntar:ed
turth•tet' • '
ordered five reprints of each negapr_tintaute...t.:414. l.M11.1-Uttx.77XX
tive, the affidavit. says.
Liu order..rc,rsed and updateM sr try kane Dtson's br•it-sett
iinghttiit.-Te•terd.n...t.i.t• arts) I-ore
The third count in the indictment
struloits Can Help You Find Your Plate in God's Plan. wind Si
Ott. SI postage Mid handl my
It,son. Audress. and Ms Mee!. P0,13ns4IvISO. Kansas City
charges that Williamson received
Mo 64141 M.iedeks pas ahle to Andress.
and St.Steel
the reprints on June 28, 1990.
t

ing clear that it never intended to
permit the deductions.
It said congressional action was
needed because uncertainty over
the issue is making it difficult for
the Resolution Trust Corp., the new
bailout agency, to save taxpayers
money by renegotiating the 1988
deals.

The money is used to provide
matching funds to primary election
candidates for small contributions
they receive from individuals.
The fund is also the -Sole Source
of financing for general election
campaigns of candidates who
promise not to take any private
cash.
Mary Wakefield, president of the
League of Women Voters of Kentucky, said the league strongly' sup-

•

.• -3

PP GE 11

The tax benefits in question have
not been given since 1989. Also, in
new bailouts, the Resolution Trust
Corp. has shunned long-term assistance agreements.
Rep. Frank Guarini, D-N.J., has
introduced legislation which wouli
forbid the deductions after Jan. 1 if
this year.

ports the checkoff.
"This is the cleanest money
involved in the campaign process.
and it is distributed evenly.", said Mrs. Wakefield. She said some of
the reticence of Kentuckians sterns
from "apathy."
"Some people do not feel (Iv
candidates are credible, that. their
votes make no difference. Of
course, that is not true. Some elections have been won by one vote."

Seven Seas

Opens 4 p.m.

Hwy. 641N

Clam Dinner
Bit Size Shrimp
2 Pc. Whitefish Dinner
Deviled Crab Dinner
2 Pc. Farm Catfish Dinner

753-4141

'3.69
'3.99
'3.59
53.99
53.99

Includes hushpuppies, slaw & french fries
Baked Potato 40' extra Salad Bar '1.00 extra

Thursday Fish
& Seafood

buffet

Variey of fish and SPr ricrial$5099
seafood selections. r -e

SPRU

MARS

Steel belted wnitewali
Advanced tread design

ifi

*•••

should Predator 60 tail due to detect in material or workma
nshie

Check out the wide tread it gives
exceptional response and an easy ride
Steel belted for strength

yOu

.3$25•49*

each wt
Size

2 or

buy 2 Or more 11E84803

more
eacr•

Size

1155/10113 $25.49
1,165/110113
33.69
1115/80113
38.64
118540113
46.56
P115/75111
48.53
1195/75111
50.49

2 or more

9205/75814
P20539115

each
SS4.41
55.91

P21535115
P22539115

56.51
56.99

1735/75115

51.19

tex}Iouse &Trill'

• AC, 562 r.

13.98

.-.•••""

WestherAP Satin Latex Meuse Paint looks beautiful
season after season Easy cleanup' Gallon White

• 35, 643 C2

11.98
•.I()1

299 F2

16
.98
WeatterillP Gloss Latex

33.99

HMSO Paint for great-looking trim
season after season' Soap. water cleanup Gallon White

ear h when you buy 2 or rrbor, mR30403

60,000MILE

Di•Hards...Aasieka's b.st111111
bettory
• up to 650 cold cranking amps'

TREAD WEAR-OUT

WARRANTY

61 99
62 99
63 99

eTMGloss All

WeatherAr Flat Latex Nouse Paint stands up to rain snow and
scorching summer sun' Soap-and-water cleanup Gallon White

buy 4

57 99
58 99
59 99

OA UMW FOP•8.1411846u

• I.* 2" C.

• Up to 125 minutes reserve capacity'
60 MONTH WARRANTY

10.98
14.98
.98

Now ta. $49.99*

'Shipping included to store
items ,eadity available as
advertised See store for
warranty details

E-11terer" Latex Rat Mist

with trade in iMR43221i

SEARS 60 battery

1111smal115•811111•111010

TIRE &
AUTO
CENTER

Bel-Air Center
Murray
.

•

•Ilwalsieve
,431,146. memo
•Ilreb snow insrolooroo ascot:00c spin bonang

11ANS MIX MO POR is spatter-resistant for

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
753-2310

•

•4
1'8

•

• .•

V•

•

••

neater one-coat coverage Gallon

m arix••••••••
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•

•
-

110 F•

•Tir•Iiss.,•Twiewoe

1

•

••
•

•
• 4
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Gallon White

E-i Kan- Latex $1.1-GlossGallon White
•

WRAY AUTO MOWN'
(dock rpm WI We cater for services Awed.)

"•••••••••••411111111111111111111111k

HARDWARE

• 368 556 F2

$39.119.

.

with trade in MR43160)

SEARS

elSe 8Lrfrivi

61•

4

SAVE
$32 to $52
when you
2 or more each

r
it'll All 4 ‘

"

AVE
$20 to $43

WEAR DUI
WARRANTY

Lifetime Free Replacement Wmvanty

••"7`

tor traction plus
smooth ride

40,00
0
TREAD

ON PREDATOR 60
ALL-SEASON RADIALS
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

r

WKMS to add special music to format
Starting March 3, WKMS listeners will hear performances by the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra,
faculty and students of Murray
State University from 8 to 10 p.m.
each Sunday. Both nine-week
series will continue through April
28 on 91.3 FM, the National Public
Radio affiliate which broadcasts
from the College. of Fine Arts and
Communication a; Murray State
University.
WKMS Daytime Classics' host
Margaret Hunt initiated these series
featuring performances by musicians of the 91.3 FM listening region, and she will host the Paducah
Symphony hours.
Hunt produced the series with
the assistance of MSU student,
Marty Scarbrough and Dr. Larry

Mallet, chairman of the music
department at Murray State. Mallet
will host the Music From Murray
hours.

showcase the fine performances of
musicians working and studying in
our own region. We are pleased to

The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra programs will air at 8
p.m. each Sunday night in March
and April on WKMS. The series is
underwritten by Citizens Bank and
Trust of Paducah.

be able to offer these series as
stand alone programs. Our new
rotating Sunday evening schedule
allows WKMS the flexibility to
present special music like this .as
wcllasa variety of wonderful music features from National and
American Public Radio.-

Music From Murray will air 9
p.m. each Sunday night in March
and April on WKMS. The series is
underwritten by The Panhandler of
Murray.

91.3, WKMS-FM is supported
by Friends, Underwriters, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
and Murray State University. Lis-

WKMS Station Manager Janet
Kenney said, "This is the first
opportunity WKMS has had to

tening Guides with specific program rundowns are available at
1502) 7624359.

--

There's No Place like

HOMEPLACE
An Added Attraction...

BUFFET
LUNCH

a;
7>
DO

DINNER BUFFET

0

Mon.-Sat. 4-8 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs.:
Country Style
Fri. & Sat.:
Seafood Buffet

Mitin..-Sun.
11 a.m.
to
2 p.m.
8 oz. Ribeye
12 oz. Ribeye

0
en
>
z
c:
*

'5.95

'7.95
14 oz. T-Bone
'7.95
.
.
Center Cut
37.95
Char-Broiled Pork Chops
Served with choice of potato, homemade rolls
and salad bar.,

„Movies from the United States
and Spain will be featured during
March as part of the Cinema International series at Murray State
University.
The movies are shown on Thursday's at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center theater. Admission is free
and open to the public.
"Silent Ranning," a 1972 Amen 'can production, will be shown on
March 21. Directed by Douglas
Trumbull. the film centers around
one man's effort to save the only
remaining botanical species from .
defunct planet Earth.
A well-known Spanish film,
"Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown," will be shown on
March 28. The 1988 film features a
mixture of soap opera and 1950's
kitsch.
The Cinema International film
series at Murray State is sponsored
by the Center for International
Program. the University Center
Board, the Department of English.
the Department of Foreign Lan-.
guages. the Department of History,
the College of Humanistic Studies
and Offices of Student- Affairs. -

The Murray State University
Theatre's production of "Blue Collar Blues" will begin in just three
weeks. All cast membersTof the
play are students of Murry State.
Performances will *run March
29-30 and April 4-6 in the Robert
E. Johnson Theatre. Each performance begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the play are already
on sale. They can be purchased,by
calling the University Theatw box
office at 762-6797 or by stopping
by the theatre office located in the
lobby of Johnson Theatre.

CH - BREAKFAST - P

NDWICH - BREAKFASVT - PLATE LUN1

I
0

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR

Yuling Hsin, a graduate student from Taiwan studying journalism at
Murray State Inhersity, entertains at the recent international buffet.
(MSU photo by Anita McDowell)

Playhouse announces cast for comedy
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Company, Inc.
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Ac:tor's Guild: Ellen
The Playhouse in the Park will
Satorday & Sunday 't il Noon
Concert - Crescent City. Jazz
7>
-4
Carpeh:or - Josephina: Ashley
Band. Murray Civic Music Associ- present "The Taming of the
Country Ham Breakfast
°2.85
m
Cleaver - Ph. .pa. Russell Cleaver 0
ation membership. 8 p.m.. Tilgh- Shrew," a lively Shakespearean
rcb
S:ugarsop; Dia%id Graves - Nicolas,
comedy.
Zan High School. Paducah.
We qui (- Pr:
cC
Katie Mcticary - Mae: Joey RoyThis love story is a broad and
March 14
Plate Lunches, Bar-B4ue. Fish, Steak.,
•:(
- N.ithaniel and Jenny Thomas
boisterous -comedy that involves a
Meeting - Camera Club. 7
• Menu Orders Welcome •
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C;;7:1
•
battle of the sexes between. the
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Private Dining to Accommodate from _If to 90 People (17
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,
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0
ine and Petruchio. who has an out- Taming ui the Shrew- are: Robert
Clara M. Eagle Gallery closed
HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Valentine. artistic director; Ginger
rageous but ultimately successful
Through March 31 (except 14-171
- 1906 Coldwater Rd •
759-1864
if
Coodo'!.
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script teLhniciani Randy
Exhibition
works by MSU
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The cast of "The Taming of the
V.ilsoni. stage manager, Vince
pcalty. free. Eagle Gallery.: -Price
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U.S., Spain movies
to be featured by
Cinema International

"Blue Collar Blues"
begins March 29

SEAFOOD •

3 - STEAKS

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

International student

. •
.c.,

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Nearly four decades after his death,
Hank Williams Sr. still commands
a niche in the music world.
A loner during his short life, he
IS now celebrated as one of the
most popular and enduring singers
ever.
His compelling, melancholy
music still sells at record stores,
holding its own against such superStars as-Elvis Presley, the Beatles,
Michael Jackson, Madonna, New
Kids on the Block - and even his
son, Hank Williams Jr.
The latest Williams vehicle is
"Hank Williams - The Original
Singles Collection," an ambitious,
two-year project from PolyGram
Records. It contains every single
Williams ever recorded: 84 songs.
"If y-ou think about music, this
is one of the purest forms of it,"
said PauliuckS. executive producer of the project. "Anyone who
appreciates classical American
:music will like it. All of Hanks
fans will devour it. And collectors,
"
+ftlams, who died 38 years ago
in the back seat of his car at age 29
of alcohol-induced heart disease, is
remembered for such hit records as
"I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry,"
'Your Cheatin' Heart." "Jambalaya," "Hey Good Lookin'," "I
Saw the Light," "Lovesick Blues"
and "Long Gone Lonesome
Blues."
"There's. a Tear in My
Beer" was brought back recently
-by his son, who added his own
vocals to, it. The updated version
won a Grammy award for both in
1990.
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Boxcar Willie writes
patriotic wartime

songs

NSHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The heart of a patriot beats underneath the hobo garb of Boxcar Willie, the cheerful country music singer who has sold millions of
records dressed like he just hopped
off a freight train.
He may look like a nomad with
no allegiance to country. But his,
current album. "The Spirit of
America,'' dispels his image as a
homeless discard.
The LP is a collection of mostly
patriotic songs that in his view size
up his feelings about the United
States. including "Battle Hymn of
the Republic," "America,"
''America the Beautiful," "Yankee Doodle" "Dixie" and others.
Boxcar Willie actually is Lecil
Martin, who spent 22 years as a
C-5 pilot in the Air Force before
becoming a country music star and
marketing his records through TV
ads.
"I've always wanted to do an
album saluting our country," he
said in a telephone interview from
a theater he owns in Branson, Mo.,
in the Ozark Mountains.
'When I hear 'The StarSpangled Banner' I get a lump in
my throat. When I see the flag flying, I get tears in my eyes.".
So when Iraq invaded Kuwait in
August. he started writing patriotic
songs and came up with the tunes
"Spirit of America" and -Play
'The Star-Spangled Banner' Over
Me."
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Aspirin can cut chances for second heart attack

ATLANTA (Al') — An analysis
of more than 200 studies of aspirin
shows conclusively that it can cut
the risk of a second heart attack or
stroke by 25 percent, researchers
said Wednesday.
The researchers argued forcefully for wider use of aspirin, which
they say would save the lives of
many of the more than 10 million
Americans who have had heart
attacks or strokes.
"This is one of the most wellworked out areas in medicine,"
said one of the directors of the
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

study, Richard Peto of Oxford University. "The curse is that the drug
is so bloody cheap that nobody
takes it seriously,
"Routine practice in many areas
is the exact opposite of what
patients need. The patients aren't
getting protected."
"I completely agree with what's
been said," added Dr. Eugene Passamani, director of heart disease
research at the government's
National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute. "This is a wonderful,
wonderful piece of work," he said
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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Policy-makers
waiting to see if
spending rebounds

WASHINGTON — Washington
policy-makers are anxiously waiting to see whether spending on
homes and cars rebounds now that
the Persian Gulf War is.over.
So far, policy-makers hoping for
a quick end to the recession are
clutching at faint signs of a
rebound in those two key consumer
sectors, although they concede
their anecdotal evidence could turn
out to be wrong.
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan told members of Congress on Wednesday that he was
encouraged by reports last week
following the end of the war that
customer traffic had picked up in
auto showrooms and in real estate
offices.
While cautioning against reading
too much into these preliminary
reports, he said they did "raise the
possibility that stronger consumer
demand may be emerging."

Clay proposes
Persian Gulf War
tax for supporters
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep.
William Clay, D-Mo., is proposing
that supporters of the Persian Gulf
War be allowed to express their
sentiments through a voluntary war
tax.
He introduced a bill authorizing
taxpayers to add up to 5 percent to
their federal income tax liabil
ity,
with the money earmarked to pay
costs of the war. Any 'money left
over would be used to reduce the
record budget deficit.
The bill, he said Wednesday,
"will allow taxpayers the opportunity to direct their support for
this war in a constructive manner."

Classified Ad
Sale!

YOUR H0881ES AND INTERESTS

VIDEO

THE CUDDLY TOE
JUST TELL US WHAT 'IOU
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before expiration.
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All standard rates on classified rea
ads will remain in effect. If you areder
a
regular classified customer and you
r
ad
is
already scheduled for March, you
automatically receive the benefit fro will
m the
sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and
SAVE!
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I WONDER IF
ir5 POSSIBLE TO
BE IN LOVE WITH
TWO DIFFERENT
GIRLS AT THE
SAME TIME..
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CHOCOLATE CHIP
AND A PEANUT'
BUTTER..AND
1
LOVED Tam BOTH.. ,1 ;
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Lsgel
Botta
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
--7,,The following estate fiduciaryappoinunents
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should he filed with
the fiduciary within six
months
of
date
of
qualification.
Jo.ce Beach, Route k 1.
Kirkses. KY 42054. de .eased, Pall: Pierce. Route
sr', s.Iurrav, KY 42071.
executor. appt 2-27-91,
_Lasky '04 South
SiXth St., Murray, KY
420" • attorney
Q Knight. Rinne
• }-s„,‘,367. Murray. KY
- Emma Douglas
#4 Box 367.
1.1..'•,1%. KY 42071, ex..
47r1
fla..cr.1 ,.k. 211
S:. MurK
attorney.
1x1
Thurman,
Cen:re Ridge.
KY 42071. de. Hendon.
'
eitorhury - Dr..
KY -120-1. ex,•.•2 2-_•9,1_ .
-N7in P
C,,..rt Clerk
I 4. XL NOTICE
s
.eT.::erient of
•
filed in
ay. • „District
-•
Fin. R.riard:n.e..estate
deceased.
In the
curt

March

,NI

I

Notes

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE TO
A final settlement of
BIDDERS *
accounts has been filed in
St. Leo Church
the Calloway
District
now accepting bids
Court by Bonnie and
to mow and weed
James Miller, co-executhe entire church
tors, of the estate of Roue
Jenkins Jones, deceased
grounds.
Please
Exceptions to this settlecontact the rectors.
ment must be filed in the
753-3876 for deCalloway District Court
tails of ground las on or before Q a.m March
out
and contract de18th, 1991. the date of
tails. Contract will
hearing.
run from April 1 .
Ann P. WiLson.
IQ'fl thru Mar.Th
Circuit Court Clerk
31. 1992. Bids must
LEGAL NOTICE
be in wriung and
An informal final settlement of accounts has been
submitted no later
filed in the Calloway Disthan
Sunda
trict - Court by -Delma C
Mar,.h I -.• 1991.
Trotter, executriX. of the
estate of Alma Chrisman.
MURRAY-Paris SDA
dixeased. Excepuons to
church school is sponsorthis settlement must he ing a fresh fruit
citrus progfiled in the Callov.ay Dis- ram Lovely valencia ortrict Court on or before
anges, $17 box large pink
a.m. March 18Lh. 1991, the grapefruit $15 50 box.
date ot hearing.
7 boxes available Orders
Ann P Wilson. must be in by March 13
Circuit Court Clerk Pickup March 20 753-3589 489 281_3_,
. LEGAL -NOT-ICE
753-0835- -A !mat - settlement of
accounts has been filed in
-thcs. Cal-Id-way
District
-•-• LEARN TO DRIVE
Court by James Garrett.
TRACTOR-TRAiLER
executor, of the estate of
Vida %tie Garret:, de
NE*
ceased Exceptions to th:s
ALLIANCE
settlement must he filed in
e••••••• ••••
thc
Callov. AY -District
Court on or before Lvarn
•Ntan.h- 1 ith, 199,1. the date
,,f hearing.
Ann P
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A f:nal settlement of
aounts.has heen filed in
Lease For Less at
the
DIstric"
a\
DWAIN TAYLOR
Geerge E. Wa:
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta V6, equipped
Cardel.e
1122282 !toss •is
Ex.er:ion.ti
Call Gene at 753-2617
be
'Pius Tax, Title I License
4$1 Ye Closed End Lease.

A•.7
(lc:7k

1.1-I.XL NOTICE
!.7d. settlement .of

P W ...son0'

Applancto

accounts has been flied in
Calloway
District
hs Glen Tras is. ex
of the _estate
je.ea_sed
R
Excep:;un. to this settle
men:. must
:r. the
ay Distr;c:
rn Mar,n
- ,!!

P

EXPERIENCED waitress
Apply in person at Malestic
Royale in the Holiday Inn
No phone calls please

101\ If T. ITP

\CRsN,
INsliZ\VE

unG. r mariao ment
r S In Killion

^".
r

K.

Asailahle 1 hru -'sev

"‘ Betty Vtard
strattlx. of the estate
' )() Elora_ deceased
settle

-4`4'

er

r 71‘
•

Wit

iinns 'and experichZe -ind a
comprehense.e employee
berief its plan iri provided
Appicants shoi..11 submit re

•••••-•

than es,,zr I ••

r.ith

or

•

rnat:',
•

call:
-

-•

•!
firne

nine (71,/firS, parttime 7r1 the summer,. Salary
c..ormr.cnsL,rate
,•••

• s..rtliner
\lar.h 21. 1941
"H rn"

I
r

•• Inn

Jerr? McCQnnell
Insurance
753-4199

:hex references
-toeit•.eera-riarficid, A-drpinierat,r
fkalth Ser
SICC• .S.•,'..00; State Uno.ersi:.
KY 420711-.0E
5.1. fropolo.in 1

''CAROLYN'S1
CORNER j

mht

Collectible Dolls.
Giftware. Silk
Flowers. Lamp
Shades.
The Quiy Mace in

•e*-1

1
.
,1

753-9234
lir. \I \OM

":2.

Smit.•

•

•

*•2'...

Str.;:t1. (I
X
•

:

he filed in
d'iew ay
District
ci.url on or before 9 a.m.
Mae_n fith. 1991. the date
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
. Circuit Court Clerk
'

•

•,';••

•

2

T.eadllr.es are
per day

Fire-cured, dark
air-cured, dark
fired or burley
base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

days In •dvartre
•
paid in advance ..-

GOSS 1..1.,•

f.c,nrey

r„..

", 1 . .•,
.",

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Cits of Murray will be carrying out routine
maintenance efforts this weekend in the City's
Water Treatment System. The planned work could
cause discoloration of your water at . any time
beginning Friday evening, March 8. through
Monday. March 11. Should you notice any
discoloration, you can allow your cold water outlet
to run for several minutes to clear up the water. The
discolored water is not harmful to your health. It is
roconunneded that you postpone the washing of
lothini during thispedsince the clothing could
become discolored from the water.

try

.r-partrnent

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City.

Please apply at
•

Mirrray Ledger & Times

vimennew•••••••-• ,••

•

•

•••

•

www•re•••■••""

'•-•1111,7

PERMANENT part time re
tail sales position at Pier 1
irr po,
ts ExpErtenCe_ pre
ter red Some weekends re
qu,red Apply in person
Sam 6pm 1205B Chestnut
St
•
SALESMAN needed to sell
asphalt material around
Murray area Serious in
quines only 901 642 6927

cio 57 50

'

-•-.* •

• LARGE trampoline tam
poline pad arid cover
759-9610 after 5 30pm

if

)

•1

S
L,:1 1 Oa

Town for Is2p ,GLigjay
Used Furniture
Next door toMcDonald s

been
iway Dis
Denny
the

JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753-3633

30in ELECTRIC stove and
20cu ft refrigerator Both
lor $250 Phone 753-7TT7
KENMORE washer $150
753-9491

I MI

Horne
Fumistarce
6 OAK spindle - pressed
back kitchen chairs 1930
already stepped Set $180
753-6147
ANTIQUE walnut dining
table and 6 chairs $125
See at Black Decorating
Center 701 S 4th St
• i•
Murray
Peach gray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach balloon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 759-1293 after
5 30pm

Mobile
Homes For Salo

leseeieneoug
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
(Hazel). Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail-order service
Send for free price list and
"Collection A " 15 different
U S coins 'Collections B
21 different foreign coins.
$695 each $1295 both
Post-paid 2-wk satisfaction guaranteed Free gift
with every inquiry Christ()
pher's Coins 1605 West
Main. Murray Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
753-4161

WHY RENT? When you can
buy a 1991 2br for only
/137.00 per mo Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79E Pans, TN
644-0012, 1-81)0-533-3568

2Aal
Mobilo
Mama For Rent

SINGLE
753-6621

waterbed

SOFA 3 end tables dining
table with extra leaves and
4 chairs Call after 4 00pm
474 2789
SOLID cherry entertainment wall unit by American
Drew $350 After 5pm
753-8099

SERVICE station attendant
needed Moderate mechanic work Apply in per
son to West Main Chevron,
1417 W Main

198' HONDA Odyssey
good condition with new
rear tires 15tt AC disc
harrow dual wheels excel
lent condition 492 8425

NEW 2 bay shop with office
and compressor $275mo
753-3678
OFFICE
complex
1600sq tt Central heat/air
ample parking security
system $550 per mo Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 or 753-3372
SHOP on Andrus
759-4782 days
489-2255 nights

BABY bed mattress
sheets bumper pads
dreSsing table swing
backpack stroller playpen
759 1361 after 5pm

WANT a faster refund'?
Why pay more for electronic filing'? Our prices
start at $20 001 CalgtIodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753-6069 or 759-1425
270

ANTIQUE Dealer Wanted
Elizabethtown Antique 1987 MOBILE home 2BR
Show and Sale, first show 2 bath utility room central
Sunday, April 14th Make H A Will rent lot $50 mo
reservations by March 15 753 6633
(502) 737 7109(6061 24ft PERRY
travel trailer
986-1010
self-contained, skirted in
sulated underpinned Ex
190
cellent condition brick pa
Farm
tb
privacy fence See at
Equipment
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
JOHN Deere 6 row hard
MOBILE home repos Sin
land bean planter $1250
gles and doubles Financ498 8725
ing available Clean late
model homes Green Tree
Acceptance 606-223 1010
or 1 800 221-8204
MUST sell 1470 3br
1 bath 1985 mobile
home Unfurnished avail
able immediately Asking
$10200 but will consider
any offer 759 1552 before
8pm

SNOW SKIS Olin 871 skis
180cm length Salamon
747 bindings Salamon
SX 81 boots size 10-10/i
SKI-TOTE carrier and 'SKI
HIKER- ski-rack $475 firm
"NEW MODELS" our
Retail $1575 759 4619
$198.00 per mu O'k•C sale
Continues through March
Keith Baker Homes Hwy 791:
Paris, TN 644-0012.
1 800-533 3568
FIREWOOD for stove and
WANT TO TRADE? We
furnace Seasoned and
need used homes. Top dollar
greenwood Cut to your orpaid for your used homes
der 753 9808 474 8086
Keith Baker Homes Hwy 79E
A FIREWOOD for sale Paris, TN. 644-0012,
437-4667
I-800-533-3568

BEAUTIFUL peach taffeta
gown with matching shoes
and lace gloves All $90
Also white satin gown with
sequins $70 Both size 5-7
759 4503
EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% off on doll
furnitUre Discounts good
the month of March Wood
N Crafts Cuba Road May
field Ky 247 5936

TRUCK driver trainees
Would you like a rewarding
lob that offers great pay KENWOOD home stereo 7
with one of the fastest component system Multi
ple.C'D player 155 Watts
growing trucking cornea
noes in the country" Poole -per Channel Cenvin Vega
Truck Line part of the speakers $1800 OBO
Serious inquiries only Call
largest truckload transpor
Karen 762 6831 8 4pm
tabor, group in America
can provide the necessary MILLIONAIRES MILtractortrailer training at a LIONAIRE
S PANG facility near you In lust 4 BURN'S CANDY IS
BACK
weeks you can be ready for IN "MURRAY.
Charlie's
your road test and eligible Safe T Pharmacy
for employment with Poole'
ORDER the spa designed
Classes start soon and tui
Son is low with financial aid for you Murray Hot Tubs
available if you qualify Call 115 S 13th St
Poole
today
at SIZE 10 prom dress
$70
1 800 225 5000 ext 414 759 1480
Dept BG 4
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
TWO lovely prom dresses
teed Free details write Size 8 One white/black,
SD 12610 Central Suite one emerald green sequin
255 TKY Chino CA 91710 753 0665 after 5pm

-wwwww•••••••••••-•-0
• ••
'

GARDEN tillers Rear tine
Troy Brit Tillers at low ch
red t from the factory price
For free catalog with prices
special savings now in ef
fect and model guide Call
toll free 1 800 535 7900
Dept 4
GATLINBURG Summit
breathtaking views of
mountains ski slopes Fire
place balcony kitchen In
door pool acuzzis Honeymoon Specials, Free bro
chure 1 800 242 4853
(205) 988 5139
GET married in the Mountain Log Chapel (Love
Chapel) of the Smokies
arrangements provided music flowers photos,
video No waiting Complete
details
-262-LOVE
1 800
LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759-4401 to
order
PLATE and
Gooseneck
753-6621

ball for
trailer

POST Frame Buildings
3044049 erected $5,196
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1 600-628 1324

•

2 BED
past 0121N
()epos'
quired
489-24

2BR gz
1615 I.
Colerna

Dr

or

310

WANT to rent a trailer lot in
Murray or close by
753 0665 after 5pm

2 story
clean hi
central
lege
753-76C
after 4;

LYNN C
3br 1 ba
wood h
382-282

320
Accairrtn
nita

SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
party Call 1 800-24.84319

1978 14x70 Fleetwood 2b
2 bath with appliances
753-9674

5 BRAND new Rainbow
Vacuums with power noz
zies Must be sold for debt
settlement $61900 Credit
Card of COD Slipped
U P S 1 800 65A 4376
Ext 98

Hardi
502-43

Busbies
Rent&

Want
To Rent

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Miscellaneous

fOOMS

300

KINGSIZE waterbed 3mo
old 753-6470

SEARS premium roll away
bed Extra firm support
Single size innerspring
mattress $100 Like new
435-4589

TAKIN
sector
apartrr

TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park. 753-9866

TIME share units and
campground memberships Cheap, Worldwide
selections Vacation Network U S and Canada
1 800 736 8250 305 771
6296 Free rental information 305 771 6331

PRIVATE Investigator
D BA Confidential Investigations,Southside Shop
ping Center Suite 0102
Murray, 753-2641

NEW
phenol
ownei
Ridges

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3tir,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

tr4
Full tilt
FACTORY DIRECT FUR• UTILITY;
2
NITL,RE Factory overruns, $250 753closeouts, first quality mer- WOODEN storage buildchandise. Odd sofas, Sealy ings 8x16 starts $1095
at
and Simmons mattresses, sec- 10x16 $1424 50 12x24 s
tionals, bedrourn furniture, $2395 Other sizes
avail
some slightly damaged No
able Acree Portable Buildpries tw phone Woodcraf- ings 502 247 7831
ten Murray, Ky
Next to
KIT121-ft

OU?ENSIZE brass headboard bed $30. full size
wood headboard bed $15
474-0124

LARC
garag
Main
753-s

3BR
435-4;

1 & 2BR apartments 3rni
east of town Call 753-8848
before 8pm
1BR duplex $175'mo
759-1390 ask for Dana
1BR upstairs apartment.
stove and refrigerator furnished 753-6148 after
5 30pm
28R 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450 mo
753 2905

711 M.

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285,mo 759-4406
2BR upstairs apartment
Water furnished After 5pm
753 0087
3BR family room fireplace
living and dining room
Central HA, stove and refrigerator
No pets
492 8634

SA1
MA

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br ac, gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753 7688 or 759 4703
nights
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central H A appliances
furnished Very clean Coleman RE 753 9898
MURRAY Manor Limited
now accepting applications
for HUD 236 apts 1b min
$150 max $202 2br min
$176 max $237 Based on
your income Equal Opportunity Housing Apply at
office 9-12 or 1 3pm Mon
Fri

h t:

CootitTt2k

'37'

Suntan For I M
Treadmill

515" Monthlii

Gloria's
Center

Phone 753-9828

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THIRC AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few nagnIlly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000 00 POLICY
MALE
40 - $9.09
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.33
age 70 - 27.53
age 80 - 52.73

Dims

DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
University 2br, appliances
$275, mo Call 75.3-8096 or
753-263

Get In Shape
Toning
!vforith
1

age

V71

Closet<
3 bath f
and 24

Easter Specia

south.ole Shopping

ONE y
simmer,'
$1000
purebre<
$650
489-270,

2BR house or 2br apartment near downtown
753-4109

240
•

WANTED
TO BUY

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527-2932

OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt' pistols
crvil war artifacts Guns
swords. etc Ask for Larry
753-3633

surnet alag .ttn aiary re
cit.,remen!... and name, and

Niill(

!n !hc•

ANTIQUES by the piece o
coons, Cal'. 753.g433
'after 5pm

'
anal

,a•

N

.,,

4

WENDY S is now hiring for
day shift Must be available
between the hours of
7 4pm Must be able to
work weekends Apply at
store daffy between 2 4pm

Jr. Food
Mart

• r• okate-,.difk-fen: !ypet trt ••• •

-or. or •-tt:i

OTR drivers 12 months
experience 23 years of
age drug testing required
Hornady Truck Line Start
23-26c mile tarp/vacation
pay safety bonus spouse
passenger program
1 800 648 9664

•

•

IF+. \I

BONUS INCOME •91'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T&J s cards
and gifts P0 Box 430780
South Miami FL 33143

'EXTRA INCOME '91'
Wrapping Novelty Gift
Items Earn $200 $500
WHERE were you 72462" Weekly Send a stamped
Pick any memorable date Self addressed 'envelope
to B&B Mailing Service PO
and receive a framable
quality printed certficate Box 601532 Miami FLonda I
WILL keep and care for a
outlining the trends and 33160
ady or husband and wife in
happenings of that day
my home in Hazel Exper
LANDSCAPING and lawn Great idea for birthdays
ienc.ed and good refer
reunions etc Send $5 00 care help needed Experiences 492 8510
cash or check to A Touch ence in this area a plus
WILL babysit in my home
of Past PO Box 531 Murray, Retirees considered
Mon Fri 759 4105
Ky 42071 Money back if 436 5805
not delighted
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- WILL babysit in my borne
INGS NEED a Job" A full time days References
GED7 Hope for the future' 759-4490
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high WOULD like to clean
school diploma, 'You are houses Have references
__AC.T. NOW-I Eacellee
436 5296
between the ages of 16 &
*ages Spare tme as21
We
are
an
E
0
E
This
sembly Easy work at
100
home- fsto experience gaff project LS _funded -by theBusinessWestern Kentucky Private
1-50464' 7778 Ext 2329
Opportunity
Open 24 hours including industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
Sunday
ALISUN & Wolff tanning
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
beds New commercialCHURCH CONSULTANT 8a m 11 30a m
home units from $0900
United Church Directories
Lamps. lotions accessois looking for a hardworkfor de- ries Monthly payments low
ing success oriented iridias $1800 Call today Free
viduai to work part-bme in a
e. friendly
New color catalog
sales'public relations posi
Son Must have morning
F.1.2 or par
., 1 800-228-6292
and evening hours avail
LOCAL vending route Low
•`abie Our 26 years of exper
investment Company supience has proven that feport 1 800 348 2444
\pek tn perc.on
males as well as males are
LOG home dealership Top
equally successful You will
Log Home Manufacturer.
be contact:rig area chor
seeks Dealer Protected
cries ci al laths Bonuses
territory high earning pogas a'lowance incentive
tential full training and
c•cgrams ad excense
ith & Chestnut
leads provided Need not
O traTr ^g siocil Send
Interfere with present em;10,1 Braun ;
.I
ployment Models starting
B.:. 47,- S'. Marys
- • ng
tree work
at $9690 1-800-678-1424
ors for immediate openings Brentwood Log Homes
A wondeeu tan- . exzer
.
0TR Need ex :r Offshore Oil ndustry For 427 River Rock Blvd . Mur
ence
..•C' i-ers inst't.C:10rIS send Long
freesboro TN 37129
peen • Scanc.,- a.
,a
23
age
year SO Addressed Stamped
panese h.gi•
„ ex
expe• t:r
Erveiope vot Reacn P 0 START your own business
charge
. -.; ri
oene't
Box 1:2 Gaul er MS from your own home' for
August
- cst *age cai
under $1,000 Fantastic
Cal '6.4.t46648
39553
farniiy,Americar New Products with Large
tural Student E.':' s'St PER- 501/1, hiring! Pall and Mr
I klioR x
Mark Up Mr Stewart
Sail 1-800-SiBL-1,:3
% isok
I.? •••.•
:!art and
r
606-324 5150
• , ,71
• for All
GLASS Work for
s
it'altr St.,
or
2
homes
neSS.
glass.
g.ass w:nobw
glass mirrort gass Lao*
-..:.n; day sniff Full
taps Plepa,r storm N-n
cart
posIton FORD Ferguson tractor
doves screens patx door
avaar.„.a Acciy in person Complete'y rebuilt new
g.ass Replace disrcied in
a' 0.AcDona cs
tires 12V electric system
suated gas M& :-.,$1600 Call days 753-9998,
'5..
plete 0-ass x* -..
nights 436-2902
ter 75E.

the

(

Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
S16000 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

•1
/
4

1.f.t. XL NtiTlt:E
A f.r,a setilement'
accounts has been filet in
[Fr. Xl. \(J If

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

270

age
age
age
age
age

FEMALE
40 - $7.73
50 - 9.85
60 - 13.33
70 - 21.45
80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

ItAh

TH

remiots:

iseC 1016,1
TA, Wis., 21
CcW4151111
Drive INK,
Porker Oros.
CRid
=
• PK
11 lints Chu
Disubie Dew
1415 Hyd.
TIN Monier •
'SOO delies
Pew" I Ile
Orlin Wort
Mors 12' Cw
TRUCKS: II
kraal Mies
Truck lapiipp
lyre Tem •
OW 2 ism
14-33-1SLIF
‘402.1
Mrs., CAA • 1
CAA. 2 lam
14 7130, 30
Owed, CAA.
Rik, CAA, 2
701 4. SOS •
canopy ..Cas
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McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"
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Apartments
For Rent

Pets
Supplies

LARGE 2br. vvd hook up,
garage mini blinds 1602
Main $275 Coleman RE
753 9898

AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies $150, shots &
wormed
901-644-1850

38R duplex
435-4214

AKC Registered Boxer
puppies 901 587 2491

753 9400
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410
• Public
Sets

2 story, 3br 2 bath nice
dean house $425mo gas
central heat Close to college on Farmer Ave
753-7634 before 10am or
after 4pm

TRUCKLOAD Grocery
Auction Friday, March 8th
Murray Auction House 810
Sycamore St Murray Ky

LYNN Grove cedar house,
3br 1 bath, utility, electric or
wood heat, air $275/mo
382-2882

Yard Sale
Fri., Sat., Sun.
9-5
In Valley Or, Inn
Hwy. 94E

370
Livestock
& Supplies

Lots of bargains
New & used electrical parts, breakers
& fuses, wire. TV
tubes, knick knacks,
crafts & household
items Lots more.

ONE yearling purebred
simmental Bull (extra nice)
$1000 Also one yearling
purebred simr2ental Heifer
$650 48T 2998 or
489-2704 after 5pm

Ni1r 1 1,1
PRIVACY AND CONVENIENCE
Close-to town but secluded in location. This fotirbaroom
3 bath home offers over 3,000 sq. ft.. two heatingsystem=,
and 2 42 acres. Just reduced to $84,900

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

THE EVENT OF THE TEAR!!
The Annual Gigantic Consignmen
t
Jackson purchase Farm

mr:IrIe
!Iiip:b
1111P=k
:-(
AUCTION
---------)

SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1991
9.00 A.M. REGARDLESS OE WEATHER
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
"HIGHWAY 121 NORTH"
Sale Starts At 9:00 AM Sharp!

dl

3
AUCTION REPS WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY AND FRIDAY MARCH
6TH 7TH Is 6TH
TO CHECK IN AND UNLOAD YOUR EQUIPM
ENT"

_
PARKIN KitollORS1414411,. MIRRAY
, KENTUCKY
!HIS tilt IPMINI 4Ill SW 41 I I:00 4.%4
!I
•

•

•

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
TILACTOIA : INC 1016, CAA, TA, Wts., 2 lornales,
31" Dk, 3009 Rm.•
INC 1066, Canopy, TA, Ms.. 2 Itemoles, 31 Dl.
• INC 1066, Fender.
TA, Wts., 2 townosos, IS' DO • INC 450 Formal
these w/3 Pt.
Cg1181K *NI HUD: INC 1440 &awl Flow w/leor Assist
24.5-32
(Nora lubber, 14.9-24 Steering lubber, 1796
Hrs., SN 0006979,
Equipped w/I20 Se,,es II P:utiorm - ease 00hr-bo
ught New Sy
Poreer bros." • INC $43 %nil 4111Norrow Cont
Hood
FIELD EQUIPMENT: INC 2350 Series Mount-04140i(
Quick Attach
ier • MCI Raw Tool tor Monter w/3116 Sines Una. •
two-64C 3 Pt
II Two Onset Mows • 01C 12' WIwiel Disc • INC
510 Series 21 Hole
Dombis Disc Drill • Tero-leK 5 Sodom 3 Pt. 16" Mows
• Knew. Model
1415 Hyd. Fold 111_1;2 No willoor 14orrow •
John Deere I Row No
TA Planter • Nerd PTO Trailer Seeds. • 42' Myst. fold
Spray Sown •
1 500 Crofton Peel Toni w/Purro • 300 Golton
1/
1
4.14 Sprayer w/Hyd.
Pump I Elec. Controls • Two-4 Wheel Forrn Wocions
• Gravity Flo
Goon Wagon • Two-4 tow 3 Pr. Cultivators •
2 Loa Cullerolor • John
Doors 12' Culton•iihar • Se Of Poky Soridle Tanks
& lacks
TRUCKS: 1977 Chevy Srortsdol• 2 To., w/16
Omaha led. 30 235
AchaTiNles 'Iseght New By Pork.. loos' • 1974
Chevy Spreader
Truck (popped w/13' Fontom Gear Drive
Spreader lad, 41.31.00-20
Terre Tres • 1962 Chevy 2 WI w/Ge lad
a Hord • 1969 And 1956
OMC 3 Tom w/Orr lade & Noah • 1973 Int 1 ion
Mrs Truck 4,4, V-I.
14-33-1317 Flo

rim

•

OTHER EARLY CONSIGNM
ENTS

a
TRACTORS - TRACTORS -_gAn: Ned 3410 Series II w/MFWD
. 369
Nrs., CIA • .10 2535,1011 Mn,., Canopy, 11.4-31
lubber • Fowl 34500,
C.I.A. 2 Unwires • XI 4240 Clued, C.I.A. 2153 elm.
3 toonerris • Caloll
MI 7130, 300 Hrs. 42' Cod. Ols 3 lemoses,
4 Lwers• • 10 4640
Clued, CAA, 3E Dli. 2 lomossi • 10 4640 lo Hrs.. Dl.
• JO 4430 h
%eh, C.I.A. 2 tornotes • ford 5000 A 4000 • INC ISO.
CAA. TA • INC
706 11 SOP • MC 10464 Poo. TA • INC 1066 4
I•oer TA • INC 1066
Canopy • Coes 970, 2100 Hrs., • Ford 1700 2 Remotes
• Ford 4600
Fender, 1 lemosee • JO 4020 Pr Stull • 10420 N hoof
• AC 1)-10 11.
Osoronca all I Colo • lob Cot 610 SAM Now Lawlor
• Numerous
Sorel hod 6 Mi Tractors
SOMITIVCDON 1014PIKENT : Ford Moses. Croft fork
UN. 21 Moe.
4.6-241,..,., Grip Ti'... OOPS • Feed 530 Tr000rto
odor-Sockhos •
Case 610 Troctor-Leader-tockhoe • Ford 455 Front
End Loader
eillondem Axle ForiNa Hoch Troller • Car 12 Woo.
Grotto, • Chlth
Wick 1410 4 Wheel NA 411' Trencher er/Frt Mode
• Onsdkond 6 lord
DIN Ion •[winnow 6 Tord Dirt Pen w/Fri Dodo
TRUCK1 AS T11.1440: U Ford F-330 Iwo al 1 ?. ww laII
Mack
11.000 Wes, VI 4 Spot loarcts, 'Very N...4- •66 Ford F-350
willet
Shot Porkopo, Shaper, 4 Spa, Waded, Nos MI Fko Cowley
Tools. • 77
CNN" C-63 kortsdol• Toodoni. w/Ornialio Cie Sod A Noe,
512 Slid •
77 Wit londoen. Nasal IN, 11' Or Isal A Nowt
10 Speed • 72 Chevy
w/10' lesughmen 1 spd Spreeder led • 116 FreseMlin
er Coot, 400
Commou, l'vnn Strew Aar Rider, 9 Spa,
112 Ineophilwor
Garry, 400 Commons, Two IVII‘k 15 Speed • 75 lo.srkdE, Tenn
know.
9 Speed • Fruehauf 27' Aiwa Dwrip Trader • kiwis
24' Alum Dump
Team •1~ 40 Aiwa Flat Troia • Crowd Dona
40 Hot Train.
JD 337 Wry War 'Wow laws New' • 1414 ISO
• MN 33 VI Saar • NI4 133 II Wet • Vermeer 11103M
Id
War • 1414 )43 Doc Wow • .ID $300 Cyr DrA
isiTiNi V °powers 11,
Praia Minis • AK 496-21' Dip • INC 490-21' Dor
• INC 410-111' Dist
• SIC 4110-21' Dar • Nosasom 2.540 Series 13 Mulch
13 Tine 'Like
Neve • 014•811,123' Hyd NW Dowd Pb.. • 240130
3 Or Drills, 19x7
II 21o7-oak Du Dew • 10230 Mock Gen 22 CNN

we

42

•
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CONTACT AUCTION CO FOR OITAILIONIOC
IONN

1r
FL"Fee

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

22ft 0 DAY sailboat Days
1977 BUICK 2 door, V-6, 753 9998
nights
only 59 300 miles excel- 436 2902
lent gas mileage, body and
inside $875 759 1922
-4 DIVE boat Fully equipped,
1977 VOLKSWAGON 16 fiberglass 75hp motor
Rabbit runs terrific Great drive on trailer compreson gas Blue 49xxx miles
sor and' engine 762 4219
$200 OBO 759-9728
evenings
1978 BUICK Regal Good
motor, new tires $850 Call
753-5292

1969 OLDS 98 New roof
new seat covers, power
windows, less than
100,000 miles Call
753-1913 after 5pm

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222 toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

1983 CUTLASS Brougham
with air, psOlo, tilt, cruise.
wire wheels, AM/FM cassette, blue Very sharp
$2000 1981 Honda Accord
2 door hatchback 5 speed
has transmission problem
$800080 7531651 days
489-2266 nights

PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mint farm Call 489-2161,
after 6pm

1983 FORD Mustang PS
PB, new timing chain new
heater core $2000 OBO
Call between 5pm and
8pm 753 5217

Back hoe Sen ice

H

791-0375

s &roe', 8„,
C•ad
-

area
Dr

Thum,
Operator

30 Years Experience

TOYOTA

1.IST WfllI 110MRSEILLP.
11055 Yolk OWN HON
ND SAVE THOUSANDS!'
'E HELP YOU SELL 753-0375

OF MURRAY

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

:•

•
KY

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9 12 1 5.
Mon -Fri 753-0530

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper, carpentry, MAC'S Errand Service of
floor covering No job too fers housesitting grocery
shopping postal and banksmall 753 4251
ing needs etc 753 9630
HAULING yard work tree Mon-Fn 8-5 References
removal mowing Free es
WILL do plumbing All guar
timates 759 1683
anteed 435-4169
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436-5255

SpeciiiIiiing in Septic
Tanks. timers. Foundations. Hailing. etc.

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401
YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

CUSTOM IUTCHEIN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
al"

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
..:prop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY ;BefIrd
753-

Bfeac•

A1A Firewood now taking ROGER Hudson rock haul
pre-fall orders 5 rick $100 ing gravel sand dirt drive
for 1st 50 callers Previous vvay rock 753-4545
150 tustomers eligible 753 6763, 759-1823
only For information call
,SUREWAY Tree & Stump
492 8254
Removal Insured with full
Al TREE Service Stump line of equipment includi
ng
removal spraying hauling
60ft aerial trucks and brush
yard work and mowing
chipper To assure a safer
Free estimates 753-0906 operation at a lower cornafter 5pm 759-9816
pettive cost Free esti753,0495
mates without obligation
A B Masonary brick block Day or rite. 753-5484
and stone Will do any type T C Dinh Repair and Mainof large or small lobs Guar
tenance Plumbing and
antee quality work
Electrical •
Cleaning
489-2982 any!:me
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete, driveways paintrig mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489 2303

mg, roofing, tree work
436-2642

campers
FOR sale or trade 11'/, ft
self contained cabover
pickup truck camper Good
condition
$1200
435-4397

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting vinyl siding aN
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditi
oners
refrigerators - freezers - washers dryers
microwaves - dishwashers -gas& electri
c ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

(502) 759-4664

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

sin

A LICENSED electrica
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835

PLUMBING - Free estimates 06.44frdable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Junior

pa-

IREAT

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Services
Offered

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

SUI

1990 CHEVROLET 4x4
black Silvered() Loaded
short wheel base
753 9467 after 6pm

Serwkes
Mood

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery, Murray 436-5560

CARS
10 Toyota Can ......„..„.11197 1983 TOYOTA Supra exAUCTION your real estate
property to settle your escondition Blue
'89
Pont. Grand Prix LE .1197 cellent
tate Call Wilson Real Estinted windows. Toyota
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
19 Toyota
........1.987 Louvers. American Racing
Wilson 753-5086. or Dan
Aluminum wheels, leather
19 Toyota Celia GT,„., 10.987 interior
Miller 435-4144
, Kenwood stereo,
option 100.000
LIO
19
.........„....16.487 every
miles asking $5 200 00 neLots
To Catila
gotiable Phone Frankfort
For Sale
502-227-8015
33 BUct Put
LARGE wooded lakefron
1984 CUTLASS 2 door
ot on main channel One
88 Toyota Cressila
$2000 759-1449
mile from Kenlake adjacent
to Manna 502-4892455
18 Chevy Craro..............1.487 1987 DODGE Daytona
Loaded T top low miles
LOT in lakefront subdivi18 Toyota :amry,............1,987 753
6675
sion Access to three boat
ramps, beach, camp'88 Pont. Bonne. LE .........1.987 1987 GRAY Olds 98 4
ground, and swimming
door, lots of extras Extra, ANY remodeling building
17 Chrys. LeBion ......1.417 clean
pool $3000 Financing
After 6pm, painting & roofing Free es
available 753-5541
'17 BY i.s.....................14,487 753-8998
timates Refprences
LOT on the lake Water,
435-4632
1987
RED
Pontiac Sunbird
'87 Chevy
septic tank, field tile,
G T 4 cylinder automatic
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
electric pole Ready to
17
Toyota
Very sharp $5200
Factory trained by 3 major
hook-up to camper, trailer
manufacturers Most parts
or house 753-4060
16 Ford Escort................, '2,687 753-3704
1988 THUNDERBIRD in stock on my truck All
LOTS for sale Gatesboro
16 Chry. 5th Ave..............7.487 turbo coupe Great shape work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Aparea 753-0800 759 4577
all the extras 49xxx miles
16 Chevy Ce4ebrity...m..14,417 Phone
pliance Works 753-2455
527-3762
16 Honda Accord DX....... 5.487 1988 Z24 Cavalie
APPLIANCE SERVICE
r 6 cylin- Kenmore, Westinghouse
16 Pont. Sunbid 7 .. '5,487 der, black, excellent condi- Whirlpool 30 years expen
1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Gar
tion Low miles, cruise, Olt,
ence Bobby Hopper
86 Toy, Corolla ......„.......„..1187 sunroof
age, 2 blocks from univer, pwipl Luggage 436-58
48
sity Mid $40's 753-1404
rack, aluminum wheels
'8S Toyota MR1
753 6128
$8500 753-9916 after BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn operaAve............15.417 5pm
2106 South Main Ben
tor 30 years experience
ton,Ky 6 rooms 1 bath new
1989
FORD
Escort LX
'85 Oils Cera
Septic system drive ways
siding new triple pane cer
Auto 4 door 753-6633
hauling foundations etc
tie windows, insulated
84 Bud Ctnt USA
1990 GEO Pram Factory 759-4664
doors with lead glass 6
warranty Sell for payoff
14
Oils Deb
shade trees fenced in
BILL Travis trucking for
After 5pm, 753-8099
backyard 2 decks, asphalt
gravel, dirt fill sand and
'84
Toyota
drrveway carport and garwhite rock 474 2779
CAR Stereo Installation
age alot of inside and out
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
12
Toyota
Corolla.
..m...17
87
BREAKING and disking
side storage A real bargain
Music Murray's Alpine Car
gardens Yard landscaping
71 Butt
at $39,500 753-6394 beAudio Specialist, Dixieland
and bushhogging
fore 5pm, after 527 1116
Center, 1 block from MS1:
78 Ditsun
436 5430
dorms
2BR brick, 1 car garage
77 Ford LTD IL...mm...117
newly remodeled
BUILDER, new homes,
753 6633
garages. additions. remod73 Dodge
WEI
eling; framing. decks,
2BR with appliances coil
Trucks
tios solar green houses,
TRUCKS
mg tan carport, fenced
pole barns Experienced
yard outbuilding Priced ir
1978
DODGE
Ram
Char
'89 Toyota X•Ct
carpentry Tripp Williams,
$205 Coleman RE
ger itart $1750 OBO
753-0563 after 5pm
753-9898
19 Ford Pange ILT._7.717 436-2701
CH1M
Chim Chimney
3BR 1'/, bath brick Panor
1979 CHEVROLET low mi19 Chevy
ama Shores 2 car garage
leage dean loaded Must Sweeps has 10% senior cm= discounts We 'sell chimmany extras 753 6339
19 Toyota
sell 753-3942
......
ney caps and screens
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
1979 CHEVROLET Cus- 435-4191
81 Fad F•150 Val
backyard Low utilities and
Deluxe farm truck
CONTRACTOR Portable
'88 Toyot3 Rona..., 11,487 tom
priced in $30 s Cal,
1983 Ford Ranger XL Cut
buildings pole barns gen753 4801
lass
Cruiser
87
'II Ptrialh Vctyager .10487 gon 753 8331 station wa- eral home improv
ements
3BR 2 bath brick in city with
Quality work for less Cusnew carpet paint and wall
17 I.SRS 4 Ftmer...10381 1979 CJ5 Jeep 6 cylinder, tomer satisfac
tion guaran
paper Fireplace with in
good shape needs paint teed Free estimates L E
87
Kula
sect 2 car garage, large
job Best offer 474 8820
Williams 489-2663
outbuilding Immediate
'87
Tqaa
1
'6,187
1979 FORD F150 4x4 Call _ _ CUNNINGHAM S Heating
possession Priced to sell
after 4pm 474-2789
and Cooling Service Comat $72500 759 1233
16 Chevy
plete service on all central
1982 CHEVY pickup lion,
cooling, all makes and
16 Sun Trapa
3BR 2 bath brick Extra
flatbed 4 speed 16xxx
models Call Gary at
nice Price reduced
miles 437-4.456
16 laJZU Pup
759 4754
759-1751
1986 GMC 3.3 crew cab
16 Ford F150 ILT 414 _1,41 pick
LICENSED for electric,
up 350 auto air
gas refrigeration InstallaHOMESELLERS
'85 GlIC
Y. ton tradering speaal Ex
tion and repair Free esti
cellent condition, many exREALTY
15
Dodge
Rr
150 SE...15287 tras Frankfort Ky mates 753-7203
753-0375
500 00 502-875-1713 EXPERIENCED painter
19111 N. 121h SI.
'85 To Long Bed„...... 1187 $6
leave message
paperhanging, wall cover
7
ACRE
FARM
irigs, furniture refinishing,
'12
Cheri
S.10
.......
1989 CHEVROLET S10
)1'111%4E51 of Mt RRAN
touch-up and blending
Nearly all cleared with grain
'10 Toyota Pct.;............1,487 Topgun Excellent condi 436
5002
ns, tool shed, great farm
tion
Low
milea
ge
Ksner wants offer 492-822'80
Fad
753-71
Clam
02
W....1
r llomeSellen 763-0375
GENERAL Repair plumb
,1V
WE HAVE. BUYERSIM

or;•;

530

Services
Offered

I will break and disc gar
dens bushhog and any
type of blade work For info
call 492-8722

Roy Hill

1980 BUICK Clean high
mileage $1600 753 6429
1981 MAZDA RX7 $1250
435-4129

',tit!

.

530

•

1979 COUGAR XR7,
loaded white excellent
condition 753-0548

COMMERCIAL property
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm

Oa kda le

1r
R....

1988 OZARK Crappie
Cruiser 291 90hp John
son
$7250 080
436 2701

1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo, mint condition.
28 inches of stretch new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will sacrifice at $5,500 00 or best
offer, need to sell immediately Will trade for 67 68,
69'Camaro of equal value.
Call Frankfort (502)
227-8015 after 6pm

MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374

6 ACRES on S 40-1 St
Murray Nice home big
street frontage, potential
unlimited $79,500 Terms
759-1922. owner

or

The AUCTIONEER I. REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY IARNI KENTUCKY 42039
SC12 623 6466 O. ,502 623638$

1988 YAMAHA Banshee
Excellent condition $2000
753-7122

Wed., Thurs.,
Fri.
8 a.m.-?

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
LP TO DATE RANI TITTERS A MIST!!

JAMES R. CASH

1973 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille All options good
condition 1975 Trans Am
455H0 auto 759 1054
753-9531

1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
500 Very good condition
Lots of extras Serious in
quines only 753-7072
7am 5pm Mon Fri Ask for
Richie

121
South
next to Key
Auto Parts

510

Boats
it Motors

Care

1987 HONDA 250R
4 wheeler Ridden very
little Lots of extras Dick
Lepek tires 2 new sets of
wheels and tires Excellent
condition $1800 435 4004
after 6pm or before 9am

Yard
Sale

520
Used

1982 MODEL Honda
Odessey 250 motor
502 753 9762

'

•

490

Motacycies

SCHAMP S Beefmasters
Registered Purebred Auction March 6th Chnsban
County Lrvestock P.4arket,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Complete Herd (61) Questions contact Alan
Schamp (902) 269-2301

2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile REGISTERED Lab puppast Graves Co line Hwy pies 4 black 435-4481,
121N Stove-refrigerator 759-1958
Deposit and references re
Peg's Dog Grooming
quired No pets $275
753 2915
489-2440, leave message
2BR gas heat appliances
1615 Hamilton $275imo
Coleman RE 753 9898

470

Pubic
Salt;

AKC Registered Siberian
NEW 2br duplex Ap
Husky female, 14mo old
pittances, energy eftaent, Unable
to keep Beautiful
owner occupied 1821
animal $75 753-0869 be
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
tween 589pm
TAKING applications for
COCKER Spaniel puppies
section 8 rent subsidized
Blond/red. not registered
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed$40 1-382 2369
rooms Apply HiIldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky or call HAVE an obedient well
502 437-4113 EHO
mannered, safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858

.1-

ri•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•All

Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
LOWE'S CUSTOM
AUTO BODY
Over 20 Years Experience

'Free Estimates 'Insurance Jobs Welcome
Work Guaranteed
All Foreign & Domestic
All Frame Work
5% Off All Parts In Month of March
Hours: 8:00-5:00 M-F
Rt. 8, Box 1307, Hwy. 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-4547

Absolute Real Estate Auction

I

Sat., March 16, 1991 at 10 a.m. at the home
of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Boyd. From Murray take
Hwy. 94 East
approx. 1 mile to Van Cleve Road,turn left.
Follow app.
1/4 mile to Knight Rd. 1st house on left.
3 bedroom frame house, 1 bedroom downstairs
, 2 upstairs,
living room, eat-in kitchen, one bath, garage,
outside storage.
Other out buildings, city water. The lot has been surve
yed and
has a minor subdivision plat filed with city. Selli
ng at Absolute
Auction 0.8954 acres.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balan
ce in 30
days with passing of deed. Auction held jointl
y with Terry
Paschall Real Estate.
Terry Paschall Broker 753-5814

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Watch next Thursday's paper for detailed
listing of
personal property.

Estate Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., March 9th,1991 at 11 a.m. at the late Mrs.
Mattie L.
-Buster home 804 -Broad St., Murray,
Ky. Just off
-Glendale Rd. Real Estate sells at 12 noon
.
Personal Property:Super nice 3 piece bedroom suite
- nice twin
bedroom suite with nice vanity & chest - fancy cedar
chest - old
bookcase - color t.v. with remote - odd chest- small
hutch - nice
couch & chair - several nice clean odd chairs straight chairs coffee & end tables - other small tables - lamp
s - washer &
dryer - small ch estfreezer - frostfree ref. with ice
maker - other
small ref. - small microwave - small dropleaf
table - 12 place
setting of Harmony House china -other dishes,
glass & china pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - several
state & bird
plates - stone pieces - cast iron pieces - keros
ene lamps appliance pieces - what not items - costume jewel
ry - unusual
musical wine set - small hull vase - brass piece
s - dressing
mirror - large bevel mirror - magazine rack
- card table &
chairs - luggage - vacuum cleaner - file cabinet
- Daisy pellet
gun - nice quilts - blankets - bedspreads & linen
- Mrs. Buster
was a water color painter. Will sell sever
al of her nice
paintings -picnic table - large dog house or
child's playhouse yard chairs -22 chrome plate pistol - dinner bell
- push mower line trimmer - chain saw - drill motors - hand
& garden tools J.D. riding mower - 5 h.p. rear tine tiller.
Real Estate: Nice 3 bedroom brick house, Ph bath,
living room, .
kitchen, dining room, large family room,
storm doors &
windows, carport, large outside building large
enough for
garage & workshop, paved drive. This is a super
nice place in a
very high state of repair. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch
available. Auction held rain or shine.
Terms On Real Estate:20% down day of aucti
on. Balance in 30
days with passing of deed.
Wayne Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Broker 753-3263
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Washington lax on liquor law

e

rrif.

OBITUARIES
Aer•
•

John D. Grogan
•
•ev-..

.„
- John D. Grogan, 81, Rt. 3, Murray, Shiloh community$ died Wednesday at 7:50 p.m. at Long Term
Care Unit of "Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He had retired as district deputy
state '.iighway commissioner working out of the Paducah office.
Owner of Grogan's Trailer Court.
Murray, he formerly operated a
gro.,ery store in the Shiloh community for many years.
Mr Grogan served as a member
'of Calloway County Board of Education for many years. He was a
member of Temple 'Hill United
Multiodist: Church. member and
past mii;ter of Temple Hill Lodge
• 2'6 Free and Accepted
•
and member of Chapter 92
Arch Masons. Order of
Eustern Star. and Rizpah Shrine
'at Madisonville.
I: March 5. 1910. in CalloJilt), he was the son of the
•-• as,
.1:g Grogan and Vannie Wil-

Larry Dennis Hardin

loughby Grogan. One brother,
Newman Grogan, died Oct. 23,
1990.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Modean Nicholas Grogan. to whom
he Was married on Jan. 19, 1937;
one son, Steve Grogan and wife.
Deborah. and two grandsons.
Jeremy Grogan and Jason Grogan.
Rt. 3, Murray; one sister, MN.
Clarice McDaniel. Rt. 3, Murray:
one brother, B.C. Grogan and wife.
Orpha. and a sister-in-law. Mrs.
Ruby Grogan. Murray: one niece:
three nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Joseph A.
Walker and the Rev. Kendrick
Lewis Will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery'.
Friends may call after 5 p.m. Friday at the funeral home with
Masonic rites scheduled at 7 p.m.
Fridav

John Brockman
,. Brockman, 49. Louisville.
•day at 3 a.m. at Methodist
:. Louisville. His death folloy, _an illness of three months.
tie survived by his wife. Mrs.
i'vans Brockman; one daughte-: NI•s. Paula Khoienberger and
Ron, Raleigh. N.C.: two
Michael Brockman. veterin,•
ar:y ••••,:dent at Auburn University,
.•7,, Ala.. and Thomas Brock-•udent a: Murray State Unihis mother, Mrs. James

Brockman. four sisters and five
brothers, all of Louisville; his
mother-in-law. Mrs. Milburn
(Allene) Evans., - Murray. .
_
The funeral will be Saturday at
10 a.m. at St. Joseph Catholic
Church, East Washington. Louisville. Burial will follow in a cemetery there.
Lnderiood Funeral Home of
•
in charge of
a".:77,gemei- r,

Monika Annette Lee
.A77„... Lee. sl,
-daugnter.
.orning a: V..her

.'..•
Renee v. •lance 1—

-

of Ca
Das.,:
Lee. Paducah. Jane Le,.
Sam and Sue Arrns:roni:

and AritOrl Michel. Hammond. La.:-greatgrandparents. Thomas and Ruth
Lee. Indianapolis. 1r,d.
C7aveside rites will be Friday at
on at Marshall County MemGardens. The Rev. Dennis
-sell v.111 officiate:
.7
mav al from.9 to 11:.
Home

Mrs. Sue Sparks Keefer
- ,i7s.!.:es for Mr,
are today
(Thapel of
s. Tenn. The Rev. C7_ -Ke7.7
a• -

:re
Keefer. '2. RI.

et Bell Atkins and the late
-: Sparks. Her stepfather, Cora!so pre.:-eded ner
___....
Survivor> are one daughter.
or_yin Dacioia. one son. John Dou:: Daciola. her mother. Mrs. Atk:7,.. and one brotheri Jack Sparks
Jr.. all of Paris

Larry Dennis Hardin, 49, LakeMrs. Shirley Rich, Memphis,
land Wesley Village, Benton. died
Tenn.; two brothers, Leon Hardin.
Wednesday at 3:15 a.m. at Lourdes Alewbem. Tenn., and David Hardin,
Hospital, Paducah.
Benton; six grandchildren.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Mr. Hardin was a member of
Waudine Hardin; one daughter, Christian Fellowship Church.
Mrs. Phyllis Bryan, Dexter; four
Briensburg, where the funeral will
stepdaughters. Mrs. Deborah Hunt he Saturday at .1 p.m. Dr. J.T. Parand Ms. Tina Soliz, Hayti, Mo.. ish will officiate.
Mrs. Pam Heartwell, Bragg City.
Burial will follow in Maple
Mo., and Mrs. Angela Dreher, Col- Springs Cemetery.
umbia, Mo.: one stepson, Roland
Friends may call at Collier FunSoliz, Port Saint Lucie. Fla.
eral Home. Benton. from 5 to ss
Also surviving are one sister. p.m. Friday

WASHINGTON -- When youths
below the legal drinking age were
sent to 100 liquor and grocery
stores here to buy a six-pack of
beer, they succeeded 97 tinies. the
Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety says.
When the same experiment was
conducted in New York City last
year. underage men succeeded in
84 out ot 113 alteMpLi to buy beer,
the insurance industry organi/ation
said.
The beer buyers. all aged 19 and

Doctor prescribes sleeping pills
for cancer patient for her death

Texture Set Carpet

In the ess'ay in today's New EngBOSTON - A doctor prescribed
sleeping pills for a cancer patient land Journal of Medicine. Dr.
so she could . kill herself, then Timothy E. Quill of the University
recounted the suicide in an extraor- of Rochester described how he predinary signed article that troubled scribed sleeping pills. and told the
some physicians and impressed patient how many she needed to
• kill herself, when she could no lonothers.
The case is the latest in a series ger stand the pain of her a;u:e
of incidents in which doctors have myelomonocytic leukemia and
wanted to die.
participated to varying degees. in
the _deaths of patients,: but rarely
- Several expdtS said Quill aL.4
1e.C1'
have doctors openly described such
both legally and c'.h . ,',1;:s
participation.
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tock Market
Report
- :es as of 10:00 AM
/
e,

e
-6.44 )
- Previous Close
2973.2" )
: \ ir Products
69' 4 • I,
.s.t.t: Class A
.4P 411 42' 4k
34'. unc.
Rank of Murray
15OR 1
Hell South ........ .............52' unc )
Briggs & Stratton
31'. i 'hosier
13' PI i 4;..
Corp
35'. - 1' • f
Dean Foods ...........
45'. unc. i
Dollar Gen. Store .....9" BR 10' 41 1
F %icon
45'1 •': s
Ford
34' # •
(,eneral Motors
39' a (;IP(PdriCh
42'.• I's 1
Gowly ear
235. unc. /
I.R.%1
132' # .'• 1.,
Ingersoll Rand
52 - 3,
K Mart
39''s - '4
Ky. 1 tilities
21' 4 unc.
Kroger
22 • '
I. & G Energies
39': .1 1 1
333..5 a :
%lcDonalds
I( Penney
56 Quaker Oats..=.........561# -'• i
113. ,
sears
Snap-On Tools............„Mr • 4 %
I exacts
65'a •
Time Warner
107' ri • 'a )
1ST
421 • '.1
% %al-Nlart
365:1 • 'is )
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LOS ANGELES '
Rodney
King's run-in with the law might
have been just another police brutality Complaint -.---_ but for the
graphic home video.
A bystander on a balcony captured Los Angeles polree officers
shocking the prone 25-year-old
black Man with a stun gun. then
clubbing him a; leas; 40 ;!7"7".
s ..
and kicking 7.i77.
"The videotap.e turned

A

SaturdayEvery Friday
1
0
A

To

CNN and the big three nety•orxs
have broadcast all or, part of
blk-and-whitc y
-- and
the .,:ountry

a new
better used
or truck se

ci:‘ Wr.
•

uled fo7
homeland
armad,
In the 1,:ieN;
shrps -trammed ,w:th ,
people set sail Wednesday for
iy. 50 miles across the
•
Sea.
Up to 20.000 peop:e are ti7.
to have left the Adriallc pot:,
Durres. said Ben Rtika. a jour'..:
with the opposition neV•••;.
DeTocratic Revival. He spoke ny
telephone from trani...

David York
641 South

753-2017

(Starts at 4 p.m.)

OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD BUFFET

Eachanrt •••.dsiec

• Spit Cleaninq Goo
_

A

Our Famous
10 oz. Prime Rib

$845

11
0

„
s

A

'

PA ••

• , P.. ;1.1

'Catfish fiddlers B steaks 'Baked Cod
'Shrimp •Sea Strips 'Crab Salad
'Deviled Stuffed Crab 'Shrimp Creole
'Steak Fries 'Bush Puppies 'Cole Slaw 'Onion Rings

,PLUS SPECIAL SAVINGS ON:
YOUR CHOICE OF...
JENN-AIR COOKTOP AND
WALLOVEN COMBINATION

413

27 COOKTOPS TO
CHOOSE FROM

45.

Downdraft. Updraft
Gas. Pet or Conventional

A

JENN-AIR
WALL OVEN
Gas—Electric --Convectrnn

A

Single—Microwave Combinatirr-

A
'Scrambled Eggs 'Egg Casserole
'Races 'Sausage 'Wendt* B Gravy
'Freud Toast 'lash Brows Potatoes
'Crepes 'Banish Pastries •Cianamtm
Rolls •Illuberry Muffins 'Orange Juice

11-1—ARD

•••rnixe Now York

• Indoor fi•'"'•
• GrniltAvn;..o,

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

A

and m.i..est Sind,

APPLIANCES ARF
t•
f.'r GE r ri• GIW A I-

To Better Serve You

11)

MIMICen

E

OPEN EVERY DAY
Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

or

A FREE GRIDDLE' WITH THIS „
SPECIAL MODEL ;Fri,:
GRILL RANGE

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

y .•

Select

Albanians fleeing by thousands
V1ENN.A.
- Deste :he
pledge
..„:,:tions at the end
of the month. thousands of Albanians.have -molted ships. _trekked
overland and bes,cged embassies to
flee the Communist land and its
Poverty-stricken economy. •
The Democratic _Party-. the main
opponent of the ruling Communists, called the week-old exodus the third since last summer "natiortal hernortage." It appe-

help

24' -27- —30- Wide- Double --

Ii

\\CoaQest investment
is you.

help in filing clairm tor my client,"

national story- in about a nanosecond.- said Jennifer Siebens. CBS
News' Los Angeles. bureau chie'
"It looked like something
came out of- South Africa...

Murray, Ky
753-3366

_AYONS

t.:`•

Video reveals police brutality

Free Salad Bar With All Specials

C-J
41 4 Main St.
C-3
4

.

II..

c.

• --

Best Food, Best Prices!

1
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MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

Upon Request

r•-•

753-2392

753-7890 r

,i•

HOG MARKET

rise

INSUR 1NCE
Lou V. NIcGarN

*

Cuunty H

was I7c

Institute President Brian O'NeiII
said the research on.tne
of beer ,to underag,. pc;y1c
conduited out it Lo:1,;r7',
years of deciine. thc •:,‘••
of alcohol in a,.i,!
killed young :.:•171lc

MITCHELL'S CARPET

...7..711..1•-Ca:ii.);A:

,

13.99
'10.99

55 oz. Stainmaster

•

20. had few problems,
cards were rarely
even though the kip; al, • '
chasing age is row 2 ;
states and the Distrkt o: 0,6

•••

I trellent ()mull{

We Accept Resenratises Per Small Or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meeting

641 S., Murray • 753-1506
MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

YOUR CHOICE

JENN-AIR
REFRIGERATOR
SPECIAL
1

• 14 Cu Ft Family Size
• Ice Maker
• Black Glees

0

$738

A

Limited Time

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric - Jenn-Air - RCA Appliance
Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street

,/

753-1586

•

